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CHAPTER II.
OF THE PERFORMANCE OF WORK BY MACHINES.
SECTION I.-Of Resistance and Work.

297. The Action ofa Machine is to produce l\'Iotion against Resist
ance. For example, if the machine is one for lifting solid bodies,
such as a crane, or fluid bodies, such as a pump, its action is to
produce upward motion of the lifted body against the resistanc'}
arising from gravity; that is, against its own weight : if the
machine is one for propulsion, such as a locomotive engine, its
action is to produce horizontal or inclined motion of a load against
the resistance arising from friction, or from friction and gravity
combined : if it is one for shaping materials, such as a planing
machine, its action is to produce relative motion of the tool and of
the piece of material shaped by it, against the resistance which that
material offers to having part of its surface removed; and so of
other machines.
298. Work. (A. Jf., 513.)-The action of a machine is measured,
or-expressed as a definite quantity, by multiplying the motion which
it produces into the resistance, or force directly opposed to that
motion, which it overcomes ; the product resulting from that
multiplication being called WORK.
In Britain, the distances moved through by pieces of mechanistn
are usually expressed in feet; the resistances overcome, in pounds
avoirdupois; and quantities of work, found by multiplying dis..
tances in feet by resistances in pounds, are said to consist of so
many foot-pounds. Thus the work done in lifting a weight of one
pound, through a height of one foot, is one foot-pound,; the work
done in lifting a weight of twenty pounds, through a height of one
hundred feet, is 20 X 100 = 2,000 foot-pounds.
In France, distances are expressed in metres, resistances overcome
in kilogrammes, and quantities of work in what are called !cil,<r
gra11imetres, one kilogrammetre being the work performed in lifting
a weight of one kilogramme through a height of one metre.
The following are the proportions amongst those units of distance,
resistauce, an<l work, with their logarithms ;-
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Logarithms.

One metre
= 3·2808693 feet, ........ .......o...0•515989
One foot
= 0·3 0 479721 metres,..... ........ 1·484011
One kilogramme
= 2·20462 lbs . avoirdupois, .. . . . . 0·343334
One lb. avoirdupois = o ·453593 kilogramme,. . . ... .. . 1 656666
·
One kilogrammetre = 7�23308 foot-pounds, �-� · o8�323
··· ·· ··· ·
One foot-pound
· ooh 77
= 0�138254 kilogrammetres,.... .1i4
{
9 ·o The Rate or work of a m chine means, the quantity of work
: .
a
t
i performs in some given interval of time, such as a second,
a ? ute,
.
or
of�rk (suchan hour (A. M , 661). It may be expressed in units
as foot-pounds) p�r second� per �inute, or per hour, ___
as the case
.
may be; but there IS a peculiar unit of power appro- / _ \
a
Prt ted to its expression, called a HORSE-POWER, which is, in Brita.in,
�

'\VJ

550 foot-pounds per second,
or 33,000 foot-pounds per minute,
or 1,980o,000 foot-pounds per hour.

J:is

is also called an actual or real horse-power, to distinguish it
be lil. a 7:0minal horse-power, the meaning of which will afterwards
ho : P.lain ed. It is greater than the performance of any ordinary
name
In' ranee, having a conventional value attached to it.
the term FO�CE . DE CHEVAL, or CHEVAirVAPEUR, is
applied t
o the following rate of work :-

Fts

Foot-lbs.

75 kilogrammetres per second 542½
or 4,500 kilogrammetres per minute
32,549
or 2 70,000 kilogramm
etres per hour - 1 ,95 2,93Z
beoino- about
one-seventieth part less than the British horse-power.
30o
to be ;�oc1ty.-Jf the velocity of tlie motion which a machine causes_
0
against a given resistance be given, then the pro
duct of tharmed
,vork r e t velocity into the resistance obviously gives the rate of
and th� re �ective 1.1ower. If the velocitv is given i� feet per second,
in foot- s1 stance 1n pounds, then their product is the rate of work
\ln.its ��unds per second, and so of minutes, or hours, or other
. 1me.
It of
�Xpre: �suall y "!31ost convenient, for purposes of calculation, to
second t � velocities of the parts of machines either in feeot per
1 feet per minute.
calculat�ons
For certainodynamical
.
�
to be a1!eiwai:
llni.t ofot·1 e ds referred to, the second 1s the more convenient
Purposes,�h: 1� stating the performance of machines for practical
e minute is the unit most commonly employed.
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Comparison

ef Different Measivres of Velocity.

�Jiles
per hour.
I

• •

• •

1 nautical mile
per bout". or }
"kn0t"
' ••••••

Feet
per minute.

- 1·46

• •

08
=1·15
.

60

- o·ot6

0·0001893 -

Fet!t
per boor.

88

- I

0·6818

0·01136

Feet
per second.

I

•

0·016

0·00027 -

- 1·688

=

101·27

=

I

= 60 76

The units of time being the same in all civilized countries, the pro
portions amongst their units of velocity are the same with those
amongst their linear measures.
301. Woa•k in Termi. of Angalnr Motion. (A. M., 593.)-When a
resisting force opposes the motion of a part of a machine which
moves round a fixed axis, such as a wheel, an axle, or a crank, the
product of the amount of that resistance into its leverage (that is,
the perpendicular distance of the line along which it acts from the
fixed axis) is called the moment, or statical mmnent, of the resist
ance. If the resistance is expressed in pounds, and its leverage ill
feet, then its moment is expressed in terms of a measure which
may be called a foot-pound. but which, nevertheless, is a quantity
of an entirely different kind from a foot-pound?f work. (Seep. 321)
Suppose now that the body to whose mot1()n the resistance IS
opposed turns through any number of revolutions, or parts of a
revolution; and let T denote the angle through which it turns,
expressed in revolutions, and parts of a revolution; also, let
2

'JI"

= 6 ·2832

denote, as is customary, the ratio of the circumference of a circle to
its radius. Then the distance through which the given resista.Jlct'
is overcome is expressed by
the leverage X 2

?r

X T;

that is, by the product of the circumference of a circle whose radi118
is the leverage, into the number of turns and fractions of a, turP
made by the rotating body.
The �istance thus found being multiplied by the resistance over
come, gives the work performed; that is to say,
Phe work performed
the resistance X the leverage X 2 1r x T.

=
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the product of the resistance into the leverage is what is called
ttut
e moment of the resistance, and the product 2 "'" T is called the
angular motion of the rotating body; consequently,
Tlie work performed
== tlte moment ef the resistance X tlte angular motion.
. The mode of computing the work indicated by this last equation
1
��ten more convenient than the direct mode already explained in
.Q.ClilC}e 298.
The angular motion 2 ?r T of a body during some definite uni t of
·
t
�lll.e, as a second or a minute, is called its angular velocity; that is
ay, angular velocity is the product of tlte turns and fractions of a
t rs
� n, made in an unit oftinie into the ratio (2 r.
6·2832) of t/'8
<:ircu-mference of a circle to its rradius. Hence it appears that

!

=

=

Tile rate of work
tlie moment oftlie 'resistance X tlte angular velocity.

302-. lVork In
the resistance Term• or Pr�••nrc an,l Volume. (A. Jf., 517.)-If
overcome be a preRsure uniformly dib'trihuted over an
a
as
t �' es_18when a piston drives a fluid before it, then the a1nount of
in � tance is equal to the intensity of the pressure, expressed
of force on each unit of area (for example, �n J>Ounds on
theuni�
area, sq�are Inch, or pounds on the square foot) mult1pl1ed by the
f the surfac
e at which the pressure acts, if that area is per
J>end?
c
J �la.r to
Pro ·�tion of the direction of the motion; or, if not, then by the
that area on a plane perpendicular to the direction of
nio� o .
a.lwI n In practice, when the area of a p-iston is spoken of, it is
:JYR understood to mean the projection above mentioned.
11ihicow!t when a plane area is multiplied into the distance through
is sterh.t moves in a direction perpendicular to itself, if its motion
lllov aig�t,. or into the distance through which its centre of gravity
s , if its motion is curved, the product is the volume of th�
a::
Bp lI traversed by
e ce the workthe piston.
performed by a piston in driving a fluid before
it Or \
a fl uid in driving a piston before it, may be expressed in
either OY f th
e follo,ving ways :-

.
:::::.. inten

=

Resistance X distance traversed
sity of pressure X a.rea x distance traversed;
•
•
interun.ty ofpressure x volume traversed.

·
·
In 0 der to compute
the work in foot-pot1nds, if the pressure is
sta.ted :

n pounds on the square foot, the area should be stated in
�
84ll.a.re eet, and the volume
in cubic feet; if the pressure is stated in
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y,onnds on the square inch, the area should be sta�ed in square inches,
and the volume in units, each of which is a prism of one foot in

length and one square inch in area ; that is, of � of a. cubic foot
1 4
in volume.
The fol1owing table gives a comparison of various units in whi,cb
the intensities of pressures are commonly expressed. (A. M. , 86.)
Pounds on the
square foot.

1 44
One pound on the square inch, .• .•.
I
One pound on the square foot, . . . ..
One inch of mercury (that is, weight
of a column of mercury at 32°
Fahr., one inch high), . . . . . . . . . . . .
7o·7 3
0
62·425
One foot of water (at 3!> ·1 Fahr.),
5·2021
<)ne inch of water, •.. •••......••••••.•
One atmosphere, of 29·922 inches
of me1·cury, or 7 60 millimetres, 2 1 1 6·3
One foot of air, at 32" Fahr., and
under the pressure of one atmosphere, .............o.................. .
One kilogramme on the square
metre, ···· ···························
One kilogramme on the square
millimetre, ...•••••. ...........•••.. -2048 I 3
One millimetre of mercury,.........
2 ·7847

Pounds on the
square inch.
l

rt•
0•4912

o·4335

0·036125

1 4·7
0·0005606

1422·31
0·01 934

303. Algebraic.-al Expre••lon• for Work. (A. M., 515, 517, 593.)
To express the results of the preceding articles in algebraical syrn·
liols, let
s denote the distance in feet through which a resistance is overcome in a given time ;
R, the amount of the resistance overcome in pounds.
Also, supposing the resistance to be overcome by a. piece which
turns about an axis, let
T be the number of turns and fractions of a turn made in the
given time,. and i = 2 r. T = 6 ·2832 T the angular motion in the
given time ; and let
l be the leverage of the resistance ; that is, the perpendicular
distance of the line along which it acts from the axis of motion;
so that s = i l, and R l is the statical moment of the resistance. Sui>:
poeing the resistance to be a pressure, exerted between a piston and
a fluid, let A be the area or projected area of the piston, and p the
intensity of the pressure in pounds per uni� of area.
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. Then the following expressions all give quantities of work in the
given time in foot-pounds:R s ; i R l ; p A s ; i p A l.

Th e l�st of these expressions is applicable to a piston turning on
an axis, for which l denotes the distance from the axis to the centre
0f
gra,VJ.ty of the area A.
304.. 'Work again•• •• Oblique Poree. (A. Jf., 5 1 1.)-The resist
�e <!-irectly due to a force which acts against a moving body in a
ect!on oblique to that in which the body moves, is found by
:solv�ng that force into two con1ponents, one at right angles to the
rection of motion, which may be called a lateral force, and which
:kt he balanced by an equal and opposite lateral force, unless it
es effect by altering the direction of the body's motion, and the
�hther �omponent directly. opposed to the body's motion, which is
�7eszstance required. That resolution is effected by means of the
known principle of the parallelogram of forces as follows :- ·
n fig. 239, let A represent the point at ,vhich a resistance is overcome, A B the direction in which
-:&
A .Y.dJD >
'B
_..
that point is moving, and let A F
be a line whose direction and
length represent the direction and
magnitude of a force obliquely
Fig. 239•
· opposed to the motion of A.
-r:,
� l'OJll F
up
len th of on B A produced, let fall the perpendicular F R ; the
g
that perpendicular will represent the magnitude
--of the
la��l
comp
rep esent onent of the oblique force, and the length .A R will
the direct component or resistance.
'r
be he work done against an oblique resisting force may also
in. :lcu�ated by resolving the motion into a direct component
e li�e of action of the force, and a transverse component,
aud ult p
· lll 1 ly1ng the whole force by the direct component of the
o
..., tion.
5 8•11unation of Qaaatltle• of Work--In every machine, resist
an!� •ar
� over�ome during the same inwrval of time, by differ
en.t �ovin
g pieces, and at different points in the same moving
.
ie
P ce nd
founJ : th� whole work performed during the given interval is
into theY add1�g together the several products of the resistances
o-v-erc respective distances through which they are simultaneously
e. It is convenient, in algebraical symbols, to denote the
l'esll}:�
0 that summation by the symbol-

'\VI

l'h

·o·o
in Which l denotes the op��:•��--���-�:-�::;o� �; of
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quantities of the kind denoted by the symbols to which it is pre
fixed.
When the resistances are overcome by pieces turning upon axes,
the above sum may ho expressed in the form-

� · i R l ; ....................•••......(2.)

and so of other modes of expressing quantities of work.
'l'he following are particular cases of the summation of quantities
of work performed at different points :Ie In a s/1,ifting piece, or one which has the kind of movement
. tramlation only, the velocities of every point at a given in·
called
stant are equal and par-a.llel; hence, in a given interval of time, the
motions of all the points are equal; and the work performed is to
be found by multiplying the sum oft/,,e resistances into the motion
as a common factor ; an operation expressed algeb1-aic�lly thus;..._
..8 �

R ;...••••. . .•..••...••....o...... (3.)

IIe For a turning piece, the angular motions of all the points
. a given interval of time are equal ; and the work performed
during
is to be found by multiplying the sum of the moments oj' the re8'ist
ances relatively to t/1,e axis into the angular motion as a common
factor-an operation expressed algebraically thusi � · R l ; .............................(4.)

The sum denoted by � • R l is the total moment of resistance of the
piece in question.
III. In every train ofmeclwnism, the pra,portiona amongst the
motions performed during a giveu interval of time by tl:)e several
moving pieces, can be determined from the mode of connection of
those pieces, independently of the absolute magnitudes of those
motions, by the aid of tho science called by Mr. '\Villis, Pur-8
Mechanism. This enables a calculation to be performed which is
called reduci-ng tl,,e resistances to tlte dri-ving point; that is to say,
determining the resistances, which, if they acted directly at the
point where the motive power is applied to the machine, would
require the san1e quantity of work to ove1· come them with the
actual resistances.
Suppose, for example, that by the principles of pure mechanistn
it is found, that a, certain point in a machine, where a resistance :R
is to be overcome, moYes with a velocity bearing the ratio n : 1 �
the velocity of the driving point. Then the work performed 1n
overcoming that resistance will be the same as if a resistance n- B
were overcome directly at the driving point. If a similar calcul�
tion be m!l.de for each poin.t .in .the machine where 1·esistance JS
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and the results added together, as the following symbol
d�notes :� · n R, ..... ................ .... ...... (5.)
tha� � is the equivalent resistance at the dri,vi: point; and if in
a given interval of time the driving point movn,g
es through the dis
tance s, then the work performed in that time iss

i ·

n R. .. .. . . . . . . ..........•. ...... (6.)

�e pro�ess above described is often applied to the steam engine,
�:edu�mg all the resistances overcome to equiT"alent resistances
a mg_d1�ectly against the motion of the piston.
A Sltn1lar method may be applied to the moments of resistances
overcome by
rotating pieces, so as to reduce them to equivalent
� at the driving axle. Thus, let a resistance R, with the
�verage l, be overcome by a piece whose angular velocity of rotat10� bears the
ratio n : 1 to that of the driving axle. Then the
f(lllv�l e1!-t moment of resistance at the driving axle is n It l ; and
a 1m1lar calculation be n1a<le for each rotating piece in th6
l
lnach ne which overcomes resistance, and the results added to
gether, th3 sum-

n R l ............................. (7.)
� �he to�al e9.uivalent moment ofresistance at the driving axle ; and
l: •

interval of time the driving axle turns through the
c i to radius unity, the work performed in that time is-

�� a given

i 2 • n R l.............................(8.)
Oentl/"e of Gra1.t-ity.-The work 1>erformed_ in lifting a bo?y
is !!·
te product of tlte weigh,t of tlte body into tile height tArough w/1,ich
it.a ce
ntre of gravity is lifted (See Article 282, page 328.)
.
f
achine
once
lifts the centres of gravity of severc1l bodies n.t
to I e�gm
ht
pe!0ri tneds either the same or different, th e whole quantity of work
in so doing is the sum of the several products of the
.
Weighta and
heightss•' but that quantity can also be computed by

--------iiJS

multiplying tlie sum of all tl,e
weights into the Jwigl,,t thrQU[Jll.
wliic/1, their c011irnon centre of
gravity is lifted.
306. Rcprc11ten1n1ion of Work

by

nu Area.-.t\.s a quantity of

work is thEi product of two

ar

Fig. 241>.

quantities, a force and a motion,
it may be represented by th6

ca of a pla.ne fi e, which is the product of two dimensions.
gur
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Let the base of the rectangle A, fig. 240, represent onefoot of motion,
and its height one pound of resistances; then will its area represent
one foot-pound of work.
In the larger rectangle, let the base O S represent a. certain
motion s, on the same scale with the base of the unit-area A ; and
let the height O R represent a certain resistance R, on the same
scale with the height of the unit-area A; then will the number of
times that the rectangle O S · 0 R contains the unit-rectangle A,
express the number of foot-pounds in the quantity of work R s,
which is performed in overcoming the resistance R through the
distancess.
307. Work against VarylnlJ Resi•tanee. (.A. M., 515. )-In fig. 241,
let distances as before, be re- y
presented by lengths measured
R
'
/
along the base line O X of the
G
C"- D
'-.
figure ; and let the magnitudes E V
of the resistance overcome at
each instant be represent.ed by
the lengths of ordinates drawn 0
s
R
perpendiclllar to O X, and para.IA;
Fig. 24 1.
lel to O Y : - For example,
when the working body has moved through the distance repre
sented by O S, let the resistance be represented by the ordinate S if.
If the resistance were constant, the summits of those ordinates
would lie in a straight line parallel to O X, like R B in fig. 240;
but if the resistance varies continuously as the motion goes on, the
summits of the ordinates will lie in a line, straigqt or curved, such
as that marked E R G, fig. 241, which is not parallel to O X.
The values of the resistance at each instant being represented by
the ordinates of a given line E R G, let it now be required to deter#
1nine the work performed against that resistance during a motion
represented by O · F = s.
Suppose the area O E G F to be divided into bands by a series of
parallel ordinates, such as A C and B D, and between the upper
ends of those ordinates let a series of short lines, such as C D, be
drawn parallel to O X, so as to form a stepped or serrated outlin�,
consisting of lines parallel to OX and O Y alternately, and appro;Clr
mating to the given continuous line E G.
Now conceive the resistance, instead of varying continuous]y, to
remain constant during each of the series of divisions into which
the motion is divided by the parallel ordinates, and to chang8
abruptly at the instants between those divisions, being represented
for each division by the height of the rectangle which stands on
that division : for example, during the division of the motion re/
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sented by A B, let the resistance be represented by A C, and so
rre
or other divisions.
Then the work performed during the division of the motion re��ented ?Y. A B, on the supposit�on of alternate constancy and
�ll!,t vanat1on of the resistance, 1s represented by the rectangle
?:Ac; and the whole work performed, on the same supposition,
urmg the whole motion O F, is represented by the sum of all the
resctangles
lying between the parallel ordinates ; and inasmuch as
thi: supposed mode of variation of the resistance represented by the
s ped outlin
e of those rectangles is an approximation to the real
In �
O e of
variation represented by the continuous line E G, and is a
cl
� approximation the closer and the more numerous the parallel
0
ates are, so the sum of the rectangles is an approximation to
e exact representation of the work performed against the conti
n usly
va
an� ore rying resistance, and is a closer approximation the closer
numerous the ordinates are, and by making the ordinates
n lll
reUtnerous and close enough, can be made to differ from the exact
�resentation by an amount less than any given difference.
ut the sum of those rectangles is also an approximation to
th area O E G
a el
F, bounded above by the continuous line E G, and is
lla�ser approximation the closer and the more numerous the ordi
ca bare, and by making the ordinates numerous and close enough,
m
t� eanyade t-0 differ from the area O E G F by an amm1nt less
given difference.
;
,. 'herefore the area OE G F, bounded by the straight line O F, w/1,ic/1,
esents
?JZ7 0 t tlie motion, by the line E G, whose orclinates represe:nt th6
e
8: 1 �i resistance, and by the two ordinf!,tes O E and F G, repreThe:i:actty the work performed. (See Article 28�, page 331.)
the e llEAN RESISTANCE during the motion is found by dividing
rea O E G F by the motion O .h.,.
i
3 8 11 ef'al Work and Lo•• Work.-The useful work of a ma
chine 18
: t�at
the lllachi_ne which is performed in effecting the purpose for which
is designed. The lost work is that which is performed
in
co!r�ucmg effects foreign to that purpose. The resistanc·es over
"'8if':u,UJ. P_erforming those two kinds of work are called respectively
; re.eistance and prejudicial resistance.
up itse useful work and the lost work of a machine together make
total or gross work.
l
p
g engine, for example, the useful work in a given
tiinn. . a umpin
the te product of the weight of water lifted in that time into
O"\"er eig . t to which it is lifteds: the lost work is that performed in
frict�n:ung the friction of the water in the pumps and pipes, the
l'es�n of the plungers, pistons, valves, and mechanism, and the
nee of the air pump and other parts of the engine.

th

111

h�
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},or example, the useful work of a, marine steam engine in a
given time is the product of the resistance opposed by th� water to
the motion of the ship, into the distance through which she
moves: the lost work is that performed in overcoming the resist
ance of the water to the motion of the propeller through it, the
friction of the mechani�m, and the other resistances of the engine,
and in raising the temperature of the condensation water, of the
gases ,vhich escape by the chimney, and of adjoining bodies.
There are some casPs, such as those of muscular power and of
windmills, in which the useful work of a prime mover can be
determined, but not the lost work.
30!). Friction. (Partly extracted.and abridged from A . 'Al., 18 9,
190, 191, 204, and 669 to 685).-'fhe most frequent cause of loss
of work in machines is friction-being that force which acts be
tween two bodies at their surface of contact so as to resist their
sliding on each other, and which depends on the force with which
the bodies are pressed together. The follo,ving law respecting the
friction of solid bodies has been ascertained by experin1eut :T/1,e friction w/1,i ch a given pair of solid bodies, ·wit!,, tb,1ir surfaces
in a given condition, are capable of exerting, is simply proporti<m,DJ
to theforce wit/1, wl,,ich tlte1J are pressed togetlter.
There is a limit to the exactness of the above law, when the
pressure becomes so intense as to crush or grind the parts of the
bodie!I at and neat· their surface of contact. At and beyond that
limit the friction increases more rapidly than the pressure; but
that limit ought never to be attained at the bearings of an1
machine.! For some substances, especially those whose surfaces
are sensibly indented by a moderate pressure, such as timber, the
friction between a pair of surfaces which have remained for some
time at rest relatively to each other, is somewhat greater than that
between the same pair of surfaces when sliding on each other,
That excess, ho,vever, of the friction of rest over the fricti<m of
motion, is instantly destroyed by a slight vibration; so that the
friction of motion is alone to be taken into account as causing continuous loss of work.
· As to 1naterialsjor bearings, see pages 462, 4G3, 464.
The friction between a pair of bearing surfaces is calculated b1
multiplying the force with which they are directly pressed togeth�{
by a factor called the co-efficient offriction, which has a specJ21oJ
value depending on the nature of the materials and the state of the
surfaces as to sruoothness and lubrication. Thus, let R denote the
friction between a pair of surfaces; Q, the force, in a direction per:
pendicular to the surfaces, with which they are pres.sed togethero'
and/ the co-efficient of fii.ction; then
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R = / Q. ........... ...............o...(1.)

The co-efficient of friction of a given pair of surfaces is the ta.n
angle called the angle of repose, being the greatest anglo
!hltc a�anoblique
pressure between the surfaces can make with a
I>erpendicula.r
t-0 them, without ma.king them slide on each other.
�
of� e �ollowing is a table of the angle of repose �. the co-efficient
tn �t�on f tan �, and its reciprocal I :/, for the materials of
nism-condensed from the tables of General Morin, and
th
o er sources and
va
arranged in a few comprehensive classes. . The
,
lues of those
are given in the table have reference to the f constants which
riction of motion:'/: (See page 399.)

hf

=

.

No.

-

I

f

SURFACES,

f

1
°
10
o
2 W ,od on wood, dry,••.•.•.•.•• · · •··· ...... 14 0to 26 t> ·25 to ·5
·2 to ·04
,
,, soaped, ........ ............ 11¼ to 2
3

lleta.ls on oak, dry·' ....... ....... ....•.. 26I0 to 81,:,
..
4
0
0
,,
14½
t.o
13f
,,�et,
.......................
,,
5
,,
,, soapy, ..................... 11 ½ °
6 11etal
s on elm, drJ , .• • • ••.•.••••.•••.••... ll½c to 14
7 Hemp
on oak, dr.)", .....•............ .......
28°
,, ,\'et, . . . ... .................. °18½0 0
9 1..e''t
10 � hcr on oak, ............................ 15 to 019½
ther on metals, dry·, ............•......
29}
11
°
20
.......
............
,,,et,
12
°
,,
greas)", •••..•..•••....
13
,,
13
,, oily, .................. 0 8$0 °
14 Meta,,
is on metals, dr)T, •••••.•••• ,••.•••••. 8½ to 111
15
16½0
wet, .........•.•.•......
,,
16 S ,,
tllooth surfaces, occasiona11y greased, 4° to 4½0
17
30
,,
continually greased,
,,
18
,,
"
best results, .......... 1 20 to 2°
19 B ronz
e on lignum vitro, constantly wet,
4 30.?
0

,,

,,

1 :f

4 to 2
5 to 25
2 to l ·G7
·5 to ·6
•
·24 to 26 4·17 to 3·85
·2
6
6 to 4
·2 to ·25

·53

·33
·27 to ·38
·56
·86

1·89
3

3·7 to 2·86

1·,9

2·78
4·35
·l 5
G·G7
6·67 to 5
·15 to ·2
3·33
·3
·
·07 to 08 14·3 to 12·5
·05
20
·03 to ·036 33·3 to 27,'G
20 ?
·06 ?

·2 3

-rr::ih, a paper, of which an abstract appeared in the Oomptes Rendus of the

f�

d.esc � Academy of Sciences for the 26th of April, 1858, Af. H. Bochet
a series of experiments which have led him to the conclusion, that
the
nction between a pair of surfaces of iron is not, as had formerly been
bell
absolutely independent of the velocity of sliding, but that it
e� slowly as that velocity increases, according to a law expressed by
the}tiOifOW1n.�
formula. Let
denote the friction •
Q,.the }Jressure ;
'
)( 6-i��locity of sliding, in m�tres per second velocity in feet per second

ditJ"�t

I.' «, '>',,,_,consta:it co-efficients ;

=

then

R =f + ,-, a o
·.
Q
I + av•
The follow.mg are the
values of the co-efficients deduced by M. Bochetfrom
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310. 1.Tap1ent8.-Three results in the preceding table, Nos. 1 6, 17.
and 18, have reference to smooth firm surfaces of any kind, greased
or lubricated to such an extent that the friction depends chiefly on
the continual supply of unguent, and not sensibly on the nature of
the solid surfaces; and this ought almost always to be the case iu
machinery. Ungnents should be thick for heavy pressures, that
they may resist being forced out, and thin for light pressures, that
their viscidity may not add to the resistance.
Unguents may be divided into four classes, as follows !I. JVater, which acts as an unguent on surfaces of wood and
leather. It is not, however, an unguent for a pair of metallic
surfaces ; for when applied to them, it increases their friction.
II. Oily unguents, consisting of animal and vegetable fixed oils,
as tallow, lard, lard oil, seal oil, whale oil, olive oil. The vegetable
drying oils, such as linseed oil, are unfit for unguents, as they
absorb oxygen, and become hard. The animal oils are on the
whole better than the vegetable oils.
III. Soapy unguents, composed of oil, alkali, and water. . For a.
temporary purpose, such as lubricating the ways for the launch of
a ship, one of the best unguents of this class is soft soap, made froill
whale oil and potash, and used either alone or mixed with tallow.
But for a permanent purpose, such as lubricating railway caITiage
axles, it is necessary that the unguent should contain less water
and more oil or fatty matter than soft soap does, otherwise it
would dry and become stiff by the evaporation of the water. The
best grease for such purposes does not contain more than from 25
to 30 per cent. of water; that which contains 40 or 50 per cent.
is bad.
IV. Bitu,minous ·unguenls, in which liquid mineral hydrocarbons
are used to dissolve and dilute oily and fatty substances.
The intensity of tlte pre,ssure between a pair of greased surfaces
ought not to be so great as to force out the unguent. The follow·
ing formula agrees very fairly with the results of practice:Let v be the velocity of sliding, in feet per second; p, the greatest
proper intensity of pressure, in lbs. on the squai·e inch; then j
l. -,. " ()
44800

p = 60 v + 2'0· -::

p ought not in any case to exceed 1200. 1,..

JV 'T' /

his .experi�ents, for iron surfaces of wheels and skids rubbing longitudinallY
on iron rails :f, for dry surfaces, 0·3, 0·25, 0·2; for damp surfaces, 0·14.
a, for wheels sliding on rails, 0·03; for skids sliding on rails, 0-07.
,-, not yet determined, but treated meanwhile as inappreciably small
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tisoto the measurement of friction, see Article 348,
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page 395.
A.
to 'X.ert aPrie1lo11 or a Baad.4-A flexible band may be used either
n effort or a resistance upon a drum or pulley. In either
�
' the tangential force, whether effort or resistance, exerted
be twe
n the band and tlie pulley, is their mutual friction, caused
�
by an p
roportional to the normal pressure between them.
I fig. 24 2,_ let C be the xis of a pulley A B, round an arc of
a
Whi!ii the
1s wrapped a ban.d, T1 A B T2 ; let the outer arrow
re se t re
the
ref::iv�� to direction in which the band slides, or tends to slide,
Y _the pulley, and the inner arrow the direction in which
the
slides, or tends to slide, relatively to
�
the
t Tl be t�e tension of the free part of the
!'J
ba
that side towards which it tends to draw
the
•c
ley, or from which the pulley tends to �
dra,,;'!1�� T2,
the tension of the free part at the
other 81
inteo ed�; T, the tension of the band at any
iate point of its arc of contact with the
pulll'In
ey - 8, the ratio of
the length of that arc to
the �_ ius
of the pulley ; d I, the ratio of an
.1)
indefi y
z\
small
the
to
arc
that
of
element
radi s11_1�
1 - T9, the total friction �tween
the band
' andTthe
Fig. 242.
pulley ; d R, the elementary
port 0·
�re � :. of that friction due to the elementary
' f, the co-efficient of friction between the materials of the
band
Th:n� �ulle y .
L
cl 8 is T It i s known th9:t the normal pre-ssure at the elementary arc ·
d ; T being the mean tension of the band at that elemen·
tary arc; 8con
sequently, the friction on that arc is

t�n:�
ai

=

d R = f T d O.

e
�ow that f .
tensions of the
band' a.t thenction is also the difference between the
two ends of the elementary arc; or

..

•

·

d T = d R = f T d D;

Wh1·ch eq t·
· arc of con•
· ·integrated throughout t he entire
. esua ion be1ng
tact, giv
the following formulm:-

T
. hyp log T; =f 8; T1 + T2

= eJO;

R = T1 - T2 = T1 (1 - e -I") = T2 (el o - I).

••• ••• (1 .)

e a bel on
!� :
� � necting a pair of pulleys has the tensions of its
des onginally equal, the pulleys being at rest; and when the
l)Ulle a e
ys r set in motion, so that one of them drives the other by
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means of the belt; it is found that tl1e advancing side of the belt
side is slackened, SO
is exactly as much tightened as the returnincr
0
that the 1nean tension remains unchanged. The ratio which it
bears to the force, ::8, to be transmitted, is given by this formula:.
T1 + T2
et B + 1 .__ ,
2)
..o
.
.
(
.
·
··
·
·
� � = 2 (el B - If • · · . ·" · •. · · · ·
If the arc of contact between the band and r,ulley, expressed in
turns and fractions of a turn, be denoted by n,
8 = 2 ,,. n ; efB = 102·1288fn;• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • (3 . )

that is to say, el 8 is the ant-ilogarithm, or natural nnmber, corre
sponding to the common logarithm 2 ·7 288 f n.
The value of the co-efficient of friction, f, depends on the state
and material of the rubbing surfaces. For leather belts on iron
pulleys, the table of Article 309, page 349, shows that it ranges
from ·5 6,to ·15. In calculating, by equation 2 of this Article,. the
proper mean tension for a belt, the smallest value,o f = · 15, 1s �
he taken, if there is a probability of the belt becoming wet with oil.
The experiments of Messrs. Henry R. Towne and Robert Bri�us,
however (published in the Journal of the Franklin Iustitute for
1868), show that such a state of lubrication is not of ordinarJ
occurrence; and that in designing machinery, we n1ay in most
cases safely take f = 0·42. Profes8or Reuleaux (ConstructioR,Sl,ehrd
fur Maschinenbau) takes f = 0 ·2 5. The following table sho�5
the values of the co-efficient 2:ffl°8f, by which n is multiplied 1u
equation 3, corresponding to different values off; also the corre
sponding values of various ratios amongst the forces, when the arc
of contact is half a circumference :,.
02· 5
015
·
0 ·42
0· 5� ·
I=
0 ·41
0 ·68
1·15
2·7 288..f =
1 ·53_
Let e = .,,., and n = ½; then
5·8 21
Tl + T2 = 1 ·60 3
3 ·7 58
l "21
I3
· 6
Tl + R = 2·66
. '
0 8· 6
Tl + T2 + 2 R -= 2 ·1 6
0°71'

•

In ordinary practice, it is usual to .assume T2 = R ; T1 = 2 B,;
T1 + T2 + . 2 R = l ·5. T�is co1Tesponds toof = 0 ·22 ne�rly.
' For a wire rope on cyt:,:.1ron, f may be taken as = O ·f5 nearlY'
and if the groove of the pulley is bottomed with gutta-perch•,
2
0· ihen an endless band runs �t a very high velocity, its centJ.
fugal force has an indirect effect on the friction, which will be
eonsidered further on. (See page 441.)
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·
3, 1 l The Work Performed again8t F1•icllon In
t'1me,
given
a
bet · n,a
_pair of rubbing surfaces, is the prodnct of that friction
int'Wb
w�h e distan
ce through which one surface slides over the otber.
e
in rot 1: the motion of one surface relatively to the other consists
ation about an axis, the work performed may also be cal
cul
to t by �ultiplying the relative angular motion of the surfaces
us_ u
y int0 the moment offriction ; that is, the product of
ru�
the fr�
iction Into its leverage, which is the mean distance of the
:tubb·ing surfaces from the axi
s.
]'ors
the radi?'uscylindrical journal, the leverage of the friction is simply
of the journal.
For a at
pivot. fl pivot, the leverage is two-thirds of the radius of the
a colla1·, let r and r' be the inner and outer radii ; then the
ev
l !:ge of
the friction is
2 ?� - r'3

�d�

s·. r - r'z••· ··· ·· · · · · ................ (1.)

.
0 1•
For " 1v,
' I sect·10n 1s
c1iiel,e's ariti:1
·
·
·
�
·
·t
d
u
1na
1
h
ong1
"
riction
pivot,
w
ose
the curve
called the " tractrix," the moment of f1·iction isf X the
load
an eq�X the external radius. This is greater than the moment for
ally
tion vot smooth flat pivot of the same radius ; but the anti-fric
has the advantage, inasmuch as the wear of the surfaces
is u�
orm at every point, so that they al,vays fit each other accu
l"c:Ltel and �he
beco!' s, as 1s pressure is always 11niformly distributed, and never
the case in other pivots, so intense at certain points
as t.o £e
o
rce out tl1e unguent and grind the surfaces.
· ln t�e
cup and balt pivot, the end of the shaft, and the step on
\Vhich
are fit��P.resses, present t,vo recesses facing each other, into which
two
concave sphe shallo,v cups of steel or hard bronze. Between the
rical surfaces of those cups is placed a steel ball, being
either
complete sphere, or a lens having convex surfaces of a
Sornew-h
lllollle at lesss. �dius thaD; th� concave
surfaces of t�e cups. . The
.
nt
fron:i tl e of fr1ct1on of this pivot 1s at first ahnost 1napprec1able,
of the l extreme smallness of the rrdi!1s of t 1_:l: circles of contact
all and cups; l>ut as they ,ve�r, t11a� 1·t:.CLa1:-; t'.-nd the moment
.
f
o
. ftict·ion incre
ase.
B the
l'esi� �olling of two surfaces over en.cl1 other "'ithout sliding, a
hu.t tn nee 18 caused, which is called son1etimes " rolling friction,"
resist�re corre_ctly rolling resistance. It is of the nature of � couple
g 0tat1on ; its
'lno'llumt is found by multiplying the normal
Ptessur {etwe
en the rolling surfaces by an a1m ,vhose length
depen�
h:a. an. u ?n the_ nature of the rolling surfaces ; and the work lost
nit of t1n1e in overcoming it is the product of its n1oment
by the a
ngular velocity of the rollin<r surfaces relatively to ea�h
2A o
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other. The following are approximate values of the arm in d,ecima/,s
cfafooth:-

Oa.k upon oak, .••...... .•.. . . . h.... •••... 0·006 (Coulomb).
..:._
Lignun1-vitre on oak, .••..........••... 0·004
Cast-iron on cast-iron, . . . . . .. . . ........ 0·002 (Tredgold).
The work lost in friction produces HEAT in the proportion of one
British thermal unit, being so much heat as mises the temperature
of a pound of ,vatcr one degree of Fahrenheit, for every 772 foot
pounds of lost ,vork.
The heat produced by friction, wben moderate in amoun�, is
useful in softening and liquefying unguents; but when excessive,
it is prejudicial by decomposing the unguents, and sometimes even
by softening the metal of the bearings, and raising their tempera·
ture so high, as to set fire to neighbouring combustible 1natters.
Excessive heating is prevented by a constant and copious supply
of a good unguent. When the velocity of rubbing is about four
or five feet per secon(l, the elevation of tenlpe:ra.ture is fouud to be,
with good fatty and soapy unguents, 40° to 50? l..,ahrenheit;,with
good minet·al unguents, about 30°. The efl'ect of friction up�n
the efficiency. of machines will be considered further on, 1n
··
��ction IV.
312. Worl, flf Ac�elt-ratlon, (A. Af., 1 2, 521 -33, 53G, 547, 549, 554,
589, 591, 593, 595-7.)-In order that the velocity of a body's
motion may be changed, it must be acted upon by some other body
with a force in the direction of the change of velocity, ,vhich force
is proportional directly to the change of velocity, :ind to the mass
of the body acted upon, nnd inversely to the ticne occupied in producing the change. If the change is an acceleration or increuse of
velocity, let the tirst body be called the dri't:en body, a.n<l the second
the driving bocly. Then the force must act upon the driven bod)'
in the direction of its motion. Every force being a pair of equal .
and opposite actions between a pair of bodies, the same force whic�
accelerates the driven body is a resistance as respects the driving
body. (See Article i87, page 329.)
For ex�mple, during the commencement of the strok:e of t�8
piston of a steam engine, the velocity of the piston and of its rod 1s
accelerated ; and that acceleration is produced by a certain part of
the pressure bet,veen the steam and the piston, being the excess of
that pressure above the whole . resistance which the piston has to
overcome. The piRton and its rod constitute the driven body; the
steam is the driving body; and the same part of the pressure which
accelerates the piston, acts as a resistance to the motion of th6
steam, in addition to the resistance ,vhich would have to be ove-r
come if the velocity of the piston ,vere uniform.

V

ACCELERATION-GRAVITY-MASS-MOMENTUM.
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tn The resistance due to acceleration is computed in the following
ea:h�er :-It is known by experiment, that if a body near the
is
� surface is accelerated by tl1e attraction of the earth,-that
b
'V;l Y. its own weight, or by a force equal to its own '\\'eight, its
. city goes on continually increasing very nearly at the rate of
32 i feet per
second oj' additional 1:elocitv, for eacli second during
toh
ful
· a.t �tlte. force acts. This quantity varies in different latitudes, and
di erent elevations, but the value just given is near enough to
the t�ut�
sake, it for purposes of 1nechanical engineering. For brevity's
18 usually denoted by th symbol g; so that if at a given
e
inst
the velocity of a body is v1 feet per second, and if its o,vn
Wei ' or an
tnofion forst equal force, acts freely on it in the direction of its
incl'eru3ed to seconds, its velocity at the end of that time ,vill have

\U:

V2

= V + g t .•• . . . . . ...... . . ..... . . . . . .(1.)
1

� the acceleration be at any different rate per second, tlle force
!ary to produce tTtat acceleration. , being tile resistance on tlie
.
driving body
due to tile acceleration of tlte dri1:en body, bea,rs tlie sam.e
P'l'i t .o
to tlte driven, bocly's weigltt wliic/1, the actual rate of accele1.a,7!or i n
Jt<ee"f". bears to tlte rate of acceleration p1·oo duced by gravity acting
y ( In Inetres per second, g 0·81 nearly.)
T: ::press this by symbols, �et the w�ight ?f the driven body be
_
den t by
secon , ; andW. Let its velocity at a given instant be v1 feet per
let that velocity increase at an uniform rate, so that
at as �1
J:!s �stant t seconds later, it is i,2 fcet per second.
t / den
ote the rate of acceleration ; then

=

f=

, . . . .•...... .. . ...• . ... . . . .(9.
-'•)

V2 - V1 •

t

::���e force R necessary to produce it will be given by the pro-

'

that is to
say,

g ·f
. .·

.· W ·. R ,·
�

f W = W (v:i - i:1). . . .. . . . .s. ..s.. . .
=
(3 )
.... .s
R
gt
g

The factor W , in
the above expression, is called the 1t1Ass of the
g
driven b0
soe-v- r . dY ; and being the same for the same body, in wl1at, place
bod; it may be, is held to represent the quantity of matter in the
· (See Article 277 A, page 318.)
The product ,v v of the mass of a body into its velocity at any
9
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instant, is called its MOMENTUM ; so that the resistance due to a
given acceleration is equal to the increase of niomentum divided by
the time which that increase occupies.
If the product of the force by which a body is accelerated, equal
and opposite to the resistance due to acceleration, into the time
during ,vhich it acts, be called IlIPULSE, the same principle may be
otherwise stated by saying, that the increase of nwmentum is equal
to tlie i11ipulse by wliich it is caused.
If the rate of acceleration is not constant, but variable, the force
R varies along wit.h it. In this case, the value, at a given instant
of the rate of acceleration, is represented by f = � ;, and the cor
reb-ponding value of the force is

/W

R= g

=W
g . dd -vt...t.. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . (4.)

The WORK PERFORJIED in accelerating a body is the product of
the reRistance due to the rate of acceleration into the distance
moved through by the driven body while the acceleration is going
on. The resistance is equal to the mass of the body, multiplied by
the increase of velocity, and divided by the time ,vhich that
increase occupies. The distance moved through is the product ot
the mean velocity into the same time. Therefore, the work per
formed is equal to the mass of the body multiplied by the increase
of the velocity, and by the mean velocity; that is, to tlte mass OJ
the body, 'lnultiplied by tlte iricrease of· the half-square of its velocity.
To express this by syn1bols, in the case of an uniform rate of
acceleration, let s denote the distance moved through by the driveu
nody during the acceleration; then
.

8=

V2

+
2

'l'1

•

t ; . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .(5.)

· which being multiplied by equation 3, gives for the work of accel
eration,
W V;.! - V1 V2 + Vt
Rs=
-t- . -2- . t W V� -2 vr.......·.. (6.)

g.

=y .

In the case of a variable rate of acceleration, let v denote the mean
velocity, and d s the distance moved through, in an interval of tiJll6
,t t so short that the increase of velocity d v is indefinitely small
compared with the mean velocity. Then
d s == v d t; . . . . . .••••..• . . . . . . • . . . . . ... (7.)
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::?h bein� multiplied by equation 4, gives for the work of accel•
ion durmg the interval d t,

�n:

R d s = � s. d v . v d t
dt
g

- . v d v ; ....... • •.. ....... ... . . . (8.)
=w

the int�gration of this exp:ession (see Article 1 1 A) gives for
'\Vork of acceleration during a finite interval,

W . v?.� - v; .• • • . . ....(9.
JR
" d 8 -== WJ V d 'Vs= )
2
q
g
�
b·e g
F othe same with the result already arrived at in equation 6.
a .� m equation 9 it appears that tlie worlc performed in producing
v gi�e; acceleration depends 011, the initial and.final velocities, v1 and
2' ;n not
on
1 a body tlie intermediate cltanges of velocity.
rest t?Xoughfalls freely under the action of gravity from a state of
a height h, so that its initial velocity is 0, and its final
veloci�y
bodY 18 �' the work of acceleration performed by the earth on the
simp
height of ly the product \V Ii of the weight of the body into the
fall Comparing this with equation 6, we find/1.,

v2
............................... (10.)
=_
2g

is quantity is called the height, or fall, due to tlte velocity v ;
anft; m
equations 6 and 9 it appears that the work performed in
pr, ro_s
d g a
given acceleration is tlie same with that performed in
tij�• Uc'i:n.
tlie driven body tlirough tlte difference of the ltei lits due to its
g
ini�
a andfinal velocities.
1} Wor� of
bodi whic acceleration is performed by a prime mover upon
h neither form part of the prime mover itself, nor of the
Inachl
n
a. rn . es which it is intended to drive, that work is lost; as when
a ne engine performs
work of acceleration on the water that is
stru. k b
W- y the propeller.
ork of acceleration performed on the moving pieces of the
Ptinie o er
v it�elf, or of the machinery driven by it, is not necesBarilsY i
ost, as will afterwards appear.
31 3. 8n111mntion
of work of Acceleration-Moment of Inertia.
If e
e
sa� v _ral pieces of a machine have their velocities increased at the
e
of thetune, the ,vork performed in accelerating them is the sum
_sev
resI>ectiv eral quantities of work due to the acceleration of the
e pieces; a re:,ult expressed in symbols by
v� ;
.
o• • • • ( 1 )

� { 'r·

vr} ........ .... . .. .. .
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The process of finding that sum is facilitated and abridcred ill
0
certa in cases by special methods. ·
I. Accelerated llotation-Jfoment of lnertia.-Let a denote the
�ngular vel?city ?f a s�lid body rotating about a fixed axis ;-that
1s, as exp�a1ned In Article 46, the velocity of a point i n the body
whose radius-vector, or distance from the axis, is unity.
Then the velocity of a particle ,vhose distance from the axis
•
•
lS

r, IS

v

= a r; . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. ... (2.)

and if i n a given interval of time the angular velocity is accelerated
from the "·alue a 1 to the value a2, the increase of the velocity of the
particle in question is
v2

-

v1

= r (ag - a 1) . . . . . . .. . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .. . .(3.)

Let w denote the weight, and w the mass of the particle in quesg

tion. Then the work performed i n accelerating it, being equal t:o
the product of its mass into the increase of the half-square of its
velocity, is also equal to the product of its mass into the square ofitS
Tadius-i·ector, and into tlie increase of tile lialf-square of tlie angu)pr

-vewcity ; that is to say, in symbols,
ia v: - v;
'U.) r2
a� - ar
. 2 .................(4.)
. 2
To find the worlc of acceleration for the whole body, it is to be con
ceived to be divided into small particles, whose ·velocities at any
given instant, and also their accelerations, are proportional to their
distances from the axis ; then the work of acceleration is to be found
for each particle, and the results added together. But in the sum so
obtained, the increase of the half-square of the angular velocity is a.
common factor, having the same value for each particle of the body;
and the rate of acceleration produced by gravity, g
32·2, is a
common divisor. It is therefore sufficient to add together the pr<r
<lucts of the weight of each particle (,v) into the square of its rad·i.�
vector (r9), and to multip ly the su.111, so obtained (I · w r) by tlie in-crease of the liaif-square of the angular velocity (� ( � - a� )) , and

9

=

g

=

divide by tlie rate of acceleratio n due to gravity (g).
•
VlZ. :--

- } = ---

The result�

v2 v2
w
a; - a�
l: { _ .
2
..!.
:s w r' . . . . .. ••• (5. )
2
g
2g
is ti�
is the work of acceleration sought. In fact, the sum l w
weigh,/, of a bo dy, which, if concentrated at tl,e distance unity /1'o'ffe

.

r
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•
tlie
., rotation, would require tlte sa1ne worlc to produce a given
. � 0,I"
)"nc,_fhe of angular velocity which the actual body requirP,s.

e term MOME�"'T OF IN RTIA is applied in some writings to t.he
E
su
9
rn.
l U) r, and in others to the corresponding nwss � w '1" + g.
F r rposes
of mechanical engineering, the sum }; w r'3 is, on the
wh,o Pu
a �e, the most convenient, bearing as it does the same relation to
"vngt�ar accel
eration
wei,glit does to acceleration of linear
which
eloc1ty.
he Radius of Gyration or jfean Radiiis ofa rotating body, is a
T
,
lin whose s
quare is the mean of the squares of the distances of its
�.
e ic_les from the axiss'· and its value is given by the following
quat1on:-

w ')
... (6. )
e"
�w
tbat if we put
= l: w for the weight of the whole body, the
:ornent of inertia W
may be represented by

= -- .........................
l:

.2

l = W e' . .. .. .. . . . .................... (7.)

he ��llo"'ing are additional rules relating to 1noments of inertia
anJ rad u of
gy1·a.tion :ax.�ULE II. -Given , the moment of inertia of a body about an
18 ra versing
t
its centre of gravity in a given direction; to find
i s t0
ment of inertia, about another axis parallel to the first ;
rn. � ly
pe�1 �p the _mass (or weight) of the body by the sqnare of the per
d1 cnl r
th gi. vena cltstance bet\veen the two axes, and to the product add
n101nent of inertia.
R
bod'1 ULB II I.-Given, the separate 1noments of inertia of a set of
r :8 about parallel axes trave�ing their several centres ofgravity ;
e
c�qlllr n<l, the con1bined moment of inertia of those bodies about a
,v:1�lo axis parallel to their separate axes ; n1ultiply the ruass (or
ig it) of each body by the square of the pe1·pendicular distance of
its
r,rO�en tre of gravity from the co1nn1on axis ; add together all the
ucts. _and all the separate mou1ents of inertia ; the sum ,vill be
th cornl>1ned
mon1ent of inertia.
R
ULH IV. -To find the square of the radius of gyration of
a
bod bo
ab Ytatheut a given axis ; divide the rno1neut of inerti� of the body
given axis by the ma.38 (or ,veight) of the body.
;
UL"E V.-Given, the
square of the radius of gyration of a
bod bo
dir Yt� u t an axis traversing its centre of gravity in a given
ion ;
bodYe boutto find the square of the radius of gyr,ition of the same
a uotber axis parallel _to the fisrst; to the given square
ldd ,�
_
a.�es. e square of the perpendicular distance
between, the two

. ...
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TABLE OF SQUARES OF RADII OF GYRATION.
BODY.

I. Sphere of radius r, ........................

IL Spheroid of revolution-polar semiaxis a, equatorial radius r, ..........

III. Ellipsoid-semi-axes � b, c, .. . . ... .....
IV. Spherical shell-external radius r,

internal 'Y, .... .............................

,.... Spherical
shell, insensibly thin-radius r, thickness dr, ...................

VI. Circular cylinder-length 2a, radius

RAD:us)1

Axis.

2r2

Diameter

5

2r2
5

Polar axis

+ c2

Axis, 2a

b<J

Diameter

2 (1·5 -

Diameter

2r2

5

?"�)
(r
a
r' s )
5

-

r, ............................................ Longitudinal
•
•

axIB, <)
.a

VII. Elliptic cylinder-length 2a, transverso semi-axes b, c, .............�..... Longitudinal
axis, 2a
VIII. Hollow circular cylinder-1e1fh 2a,
external radius r, internal , . . ...... Longitudinal
.
runs, ')
-a
IX. Hollow circular cylinder, insensibly
thin-length 2a, radius r, thickness dr, . . . . . ................ •#- • • • • • • •••••• Long�tudinal
axis, 2a
X. Circular cylinder-length 2a, radius
r, ··•················ · ························ Transverse
diameter
XI. Elliptic cylinder-length 2a, transverse semi-axes b, c, ................... Transverse
axis, 2b
XII. Hollow cil'cular cylinder-length 2a,
external radius r, internal r', . . ...... Trunsverse
diameter
XIII. Hollow circular cylinder, insensibly
thin-radius r, thickness dr, ...•.... Transverse
diameter
XIV. Rectangular p�m-dimensions 2a,
2b, 2c, .....................................
Axis, 2a

xv.

Rhombic prism-length 2a, diagonals
2b, 2c, .....................................

r2
2

Axis, 2a

XVT. Rhombic prism, as above, ............... Diagonal, 2b

fJ2

r2

+ c2

4

+ r'2
2

r2

r�
a"
- + -4
3

c2
4
r2

a2
+ 3

+ ,-1<J

a,'

4· + 3

r2 a'
+ -·
3
2
b2 · + c'·
b2. + �
c'.
,, 6 .
c2

a9

6 + ;r

-
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Sl4. Ceatre of Perco11alon-Eqnlvnlent Simple P£ndulam-Eqoiva•
�"c; l!'lr•wheel.-In calcu]ations respecting the rotation of a 1·igid
about a given _ axis, it is often convenient to conceive that for
the Ya tua
� .I body
equivalent simple pendulum;
that is, a body there is substituted its
having the satnc total
X
8 but concentrated at two points, of
h one
is in the axis : also the same
,..
sta�?
.·•cal _1noment, and the same n1oment
of ��b�
I
I
\
J
he following are the rules for doing �
I
eI
th:r
ls :,,
,,
To find the centre of percnssion of
n · ,,
�a ven body
turning about a given axis.
�n
and fig. 243, let X X be the given axis,
G the centre of gravity of the body.
F
{.0rn G
1,
let fall G C perpendicular to
Th rongh G draw G D parallel
Fig. 243.
to �
4. X, and equal to the radius of
r
r at�n of the b dy about the axis G D. _Join C D. _Then will
�
C D == v G D2 + C G2 = the radius of gyration of the
bof c t� abo ut X X. From D draw D B perpendicular to C D,
t
s: ing C G produced in B. Then will B be the centre of percusn of the body for the axis X X.
k
2
GD
.
To find B by calculation
; make G B = G
C •
.
the centre of percussion for an axis traversing B parallel to
l.
1

!h?

i�

To
forl�e axi�onvert the body into an ' ' equivalent simple pendulum "
the ss s X X, or for an axis through B parallel to X X ; divide
and ia of the body into t,vo parts inversely proportional to G C
resp t�' a.nd conceive those parts to be concentrated at C and B
Lc i vely, and rigidly connected togeth er.
( � W be
the whole mass, and C and B the two parts ; then
W · G Ch
0 � ��B =
,h
.)
C B;
B
C
T e
th! �v ' ' eq uivalent simple pendulum " has the same weight with
n:ioJl e n b?<ly, and also the same moment of weight, and the same
gi�e e�� of 1_nertia, with the given body, relatively to an axis in the
l:U ll'ect�on X X, traverking either C or B. )
� ' Equivalent Ring, or Equivalent Fly- wlteel.-When the given
traverses the
centre of gravity, G, there is no centre of per
ellssion.
�h e moment of the body's weight is nothing, and its
llloni
e_nt
is the same as if its whole 1nass were concentrated
ill a. ri gof i nertia
'rh ; of a ra dius equal to the rad�us of gJ:ration of the_ body.
at
fly "'· ing tnay be called the " equivalent ring," or " equivale nt
·"heel:>
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315. Reduced Inerdn.-If in a cert.a-in n1acl1ine, a moving
piece whose weight is W has a velocity always bearing the
ratio n : 1 to the velocity of the driving point, it is evident that
when the driving point undergoes a given acceleration, the work
performed in producing the corresponding acceleration in the ��
in question is the same with that ,vhich would have been req
if a weight n9 W had been concentrated at the driving point. 3If a similar calculation be performed for each moving piece in the
machine, and the results added together, the sum
� - 11,

2

. . . . . . . . (1.)
W. . ... . . . . •••.h.. . . . . . . . h

gives the weight which, being concentrated at the driving point,
would require the same work for a given acceleration of the driving
point that the actual machine requires ; so that if v1 is the initial,
a�d Va the final velocity of the driving point, the work of accelera
tion of the whole machine is
. � · n2 W . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (2.)

2g

This operation may be called tlie reduction of tlie inertia, to. tM
driving poin,t. Mr. Moseley, by whom it was first introduced into
the theory of machines, calls the expression (1.) the " co•eificient 0/
steadiness," for reasons which will afterwards appear.
In finding the reduced inertia of a machine, the mass of ea,cb
rotating piece is to be treated as if concentrated at a distance froJJl
its axis equal to its radius of gyr-a.tion � ; so that if v represents �he
velocity of the driving point at any instant, and a the correspond,ing
angular velocity of the rotating piece in question, we are to make
�
,,•,.. · . .. ·· ') l · (}
L
· · �
-. ·

n

9

=

'1 'l
a
�r, ...........................( 3. )
'V:l

in performing the calculation expressed by the formula (l.)
3 I 6. 81uu1nary of Vnriou!!J Iii11dw of Work.-In order to present at
one view the symbolical expression of the various modes of perfoJ'l!1'"
ing work described in the preceding articles, let it be supposed that 1n
a. certain interval of timehd t the driving point of a machine moves
. . through the distance d s; that during the same time its centi·e of
gravity is elevated through the height d k ; that resistances, a.nY
one of which is represented by R, are overcome at points, the re
spective ratios of whose velocities to that of the driving point are
denoted byn ; that the weight ofany piece of the mechanism is
that n' denotes the ratio of its velocity (or if it rotates, the ratio O{
the ve]ocity of the end of its radius of gyration) to the vel�itY.0
the driving point; and that the driving point, whose mean verocit1

W,an1

SUMMARY OF WORK-DEVIATING FORCF-

is " _ d s

- cf!, undergoes the acceleration

d v.

l'erf<Yrmed, during the interval in question is
d l,, · � "\V
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Then the wlwle work

+ d s · � n R + V gll v

• � n'2 W...(l.)

e mean to� :esi.stance, reduced to the · driving po·int, may be
.l
co!11
u
ted
_by d1v1d1ng the above expression by the motion of the
dr' :p
1 ng
vi point d s v d t, giving the follo"-ving result :-

=

d l,,
d8 . �W

+ � n, R + gddvt

• � n'a W .......(2.)

II.-0/ Deviating and Centrifugal Force.
or
Deviating Fo1•co ofa Si11�le Body. (.11. M., 537.)-It is part
e
ha.Ia first law of motion, that if a body moves under no force, or
n�ed forces, it moves in a straight line. (A. M., 510, 512.)
It 18
th t a one consequence of the second law of motion, that in order
body
ac: upon may move in a curved path, it must be continually
by an unbalanced force at riO'ht
angles to the direction
ofs�:
0
1 � moti
on, the direction of the force being that towards which
th p t
a. h of the body is curved, and its ma<Ynitude bearing the same
0
10• to
the weight of the body that the height due to the body's
-Vel
b�ars to half the radius of curvature of its path.
Pnnciple is expressed symbolically as follo,vs :-

�i'·

SECTION

ra!·
Th�

llatf r:idius of
CUrvature.

r

Heio-ht due

to v�lccity.

Body's

weight.

Dedatina
0
force.

W 'V'
v?.
: :
,v
:
Q
(1.)
2
: 2
r
g
g
r�1�cen 18�he case of projectiles and of the l1eavenly bodies, deviating
supplied by that component of the mutual attraction of
�O
ss
ti'Ve rnaot�s which acts perpendicular to the direction of their rela
str m ion.. In machines, deviating force is supplied by the
tna.k�gth. or tigidity of some body, which guides the revolving mass,
ing 1t move in a curve.
pair of free bodies attracting eacl1 other have both deviated
Ill
i ons, the attraction of each guiding the other; and their devia
tiins
in r of motion relatively to their common centre of gravity are
e
; selY as their masses.
n a �achine, each revolving body tends to press or draw the
bod
th Y which guides it away from its position, in a direction from
e�tre of curvature of the path of the revolving body ; and that
.
te�dency
1s resisted by the strength and stiffness of the guiding
b
odY, and of the frame with which it is connected.

t

= -- ......
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318. Centrifugal Force (A. 1lf., 538) is the force with which a
revolving body reacts on the body that guides it, and is equal and
opposite to the deviating force with ,vhich the guiding body a.cW
on the revolving body.
In fact, as has been already stated, every force is an action
between two bodies j and deviating fo'rce and centrifugal j'orce �re
but two different names f<>r the san1e force, applied to it according
d
as the condition of the revolving body or that of the guiding bo !
is under consideration at the ti1ne.
319. A. Revolving Pendulum is one of the simplest practical appli�
cations of the principles of deviating force, and is described here
because its use in regulating the speed of prime movers will after
wards have to be referred to. It consists of a
• C
ball A, suspended fro1n a point C by a rod C
of small weight as co1npared with the ball, a.D
revolving in a circle about a vertical axis C ]3.
The tension of the rod is the resultant of the
weight of the ball A, acting vertically, and of its
centrifugal force, acting horizontally ; and the�
fore the rod will assume such an inclination tba
j

1

=.

weight
_ g 2r 1.)
Fig. 244•
centrifugal force - v • • • (
where r = A B. Let T be the nurnber of turns pe1· second of the
pendulum, and a its angular velocity ; then
I

height B C
radius A B

v = a r = 2 ,: T r;

and therefore, making B C = li,
h

=

g r2

g

·v2 = a2- = 4

g

-:72

T2

i

0·8154 foot 9·7848 inches
.
.
=
= (1n the latitude of London)
'l'Z
•.. (2.)
2
1,
320. Denatln3 Force in Term• ofA.n;ular Velocity. ( .1. Jf., 540.)
-When a body revolves in a circular path round a fixed axis, sS
is almost always the case with the revolving parts of macl1ines, th�
radius of curvature of its path, being the perpendicular <listl1.ncedo
the body from the axis, is constant; and the velocity v of the bo f
is the product of that radius into the angular velocity ; or syn1bob
cally,
v = a ,,. = 2 ,;r T r.
If these values of the velocity b� substituted for v in equation 1 of
Article 317, it becomes-

CENTRIFUGAL FORCE AND COUPLE.
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2 r
· 4 '71'2 T2 r
a
W
W
=
---- . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .( 1. )
Q=
g
g
. 321. Resalannt <:entrifngnl Fo!'ce. (A. 1.Jf., 603.)-The whole cen
trifugal force of a body of any figure, or of a system of connected
bodies, rotatin o- about an axis, is the same in arnount and direct,ion
as if the whol� mass were co�centrated at the centre of gravity of
the system. That is to say, 1n the formula of Article 320,W is to
be held to represent the weigh� of the whole bod� or system, and ,,.
the perpendicular distance of its centre of gravity from the axis •
· and the line of action �f the result:1nt centrifugal !<>r?e Q is alway�
P<l'l'a/lel, to r, although it does not 1n every case coincide with r.
When the axis of rotation traverses the centre of gravity of the
body or system, the amount of the centrifugal force is nothing;
that is to say, the rotating body does not tend to pull its axis 38 a
Whole out of its place.
.
.
.
ert
d
by
e
The centrifugal forl!es � e
t'!1e various rotating pieces
of
a machine ao-ainst the bearings of their axles are to be taken into
&ccount in determining the lateral pressures which cause friction,
&nd the strencrth of the axles and framework.
rral forces cause increased friction and stress
.As those c�ntrifu0
and sometimes also by reason of their continual change of direc�
tion, produce detriU::ental or dangerous vibration, it is desirable to
red uce them to the smallest possible amount; and for that purpose,
llllless there is some special reason to the contrary, the axis of ro
tation of every piece which rotates rapidly ought to traverse its
centre of gravity, that the resultant centrifugal force may be nothing.
32.2. Centrifugal couple-Perman�11, Axi- -It is not, however,
stdncient to annul the effect of_ centrifugal force, that there should
be no tendency to sliift: the axis as a whole ; _tt�ere should also be
no tendency to ewrn it into a ne": angular position.
To show, by the si�plest possible �xa.rnple, that the latter tendency may exist wit?out ..
E
:;;:;.
�::::=:
�
the former let the axIS of
rotation �f the system
C
shown in fig. 245 be the
�ntre line of an axle restcrs at E and F.
1!,lg in bearin O
At B and D let two arms
Project perpendic�larl� to
axle, in opposite direc•
t!ia
t
tions in the same plane,
Fig. 245.
�g at their extremi
ties two heavy bodies A and C. Let the weights of the arms be
♦

.>,.
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insensible as compared with the weights of those bodies; and lel
h8
the weights of the bodies be inversely as their distances from t
axis ; that is, let
C·
A·
Let A C be a straight line joining the centres of gravity of �
and C, and cutting the axis in G ; then G is the common cen�re�
gravity of A and C, and being in the axis, the resultant centr.Juo
force is nothiug.
. .
In other words, let a be t� angular velocity of the rotation,
then
The centrifugal force exerted on the axis by A

AB =

CD.

a� A ·A B •
,
g
The centrifugal force exerted on the axis by C
'!
a
- c · CD •

-

,

and those forces are equal in magnitude and opposite in direction;
so that there is no tendency to remove the point G in any dir�
tion.
There is, however, a tendency to turn tlie axis about the point G,
being the product of the common magnitude of the COUJ)le of cen·
trifugal forces above stated, into their leverage ; that is, the perpen·
dicular distance B D bet,veen their lines of action. Th}J,t product
is called tlu: 'lnoment oftlie centrifugal COUJJle; and is represented bY
. . . . . . (I .)
Q · B D ;. . . . . .. .• . . . .... . . . .....h
Q being the common magnitude of the equal and opposite centfl"
fu�hfu�
That couple en.uses n. couple of eqnnl and opposite prefsures 0f
the journals of the axle against their bearings u.t E and F, in th6
directions represented by the an·ows, and of the magnitude gi-v-etl
by the formula-

BD
Q . · .-- ---- ; . . . h
. ......... · - · .............(2.)
E J/
these pressures continually change their directions as the bodi�
A and C revolve ; and they are resisted by the strength all.
rigidity of the bearings and frame. It is desirable, when pr9:ct;
cable, to reduce them to nothing ; and for that purpose, the poi
B, G, and D should coincide ; in which case the cC;ntre line of 6
axle E F is said to be a pcr,nanent axis. 1
When there are more than t,vo bodies in the rotating systelXlt
the centrifugal couple is found as follo\vs ;-
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Lets� X', fig. 246, represent the axis of �otation_; G, the �entre
of gr ty of the
ated ill that axis ; so
�1tu
em,
syst
or
y
bod
ing
otat
tha avi
r
the
res
ultant
centrifu<Yal force is nothing.
ie
�
'tl " � W be any one of th� parts cf
-w
hle the body or system is com:�a, 8? that, the ,veight of that
"'s' being denoted by "\V, the
es
of the whole body or syste:h_t
may be denoted by 1 · W.
L t r denote the perpendicular
�n�e
of the centre of '\V from
the axis
; then

W a2 ro
,

G�

.
g
�
�
�
•
246
Fig.
in th cen�ri�ugal force of \V, pullg e axis 1n the direction x W.
.A.ssu�e a
l>e nd1c pair of axes of co-ordinates, G Z, G Y,
ular to X X' and to each other, and fixed
re�
ve y o
rota.t� t t the rotating body or system-that is, z
lllg alon<Y ,vith it.
of �� W l;t fall \V y perpendicular to the p]ane
and G Y, and parallel to G Z ; also "\V z, -"----::-::--r
v
lle peudicular to the plane of G X and G Z, and G
Pa.t-cl.lle1 to G Y ;
Fig. 247.
and make
x y = Wz = y ; x z = W y = z ; G x = x.
is �;n tt½e centrifugal force ,vhicl1 \V exerts on the axis, and which
direct · or ional tosr, may be resolved into two components, in the
ion of, and proportional
to, y and z respectively, viz. :-

-

\V a2 y parallel to G Y, and
a2 �
W
__ :::.. parallel to G Z ;

·.and those two com 9
both applied at tlie end of
being
onent
forces,
p
the ·
1v
� �� t1' G x x, exert moments, or tendencies t-0 turn the axis
a out the point .t\, expressed as follo,vs :-

=

W a2 11 x
g·

V/ a2 Z X

ln the same
g

,

tending to turn G X about G Z towards G Y;

, tending to turn G X about G Y towards G Z.

manner are to be found the several moments of the

3G8
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centrifugal forces of all the other parts of which the body or s��
consists ; and care is to be taken to distinguish moments whi�
tend to turn the axis towards G Y or G Z from those which tend 0f
turn it froni those positions, by treating one of these classes
quantities as positive, and the other as negative.
Then by adding together the positive moments and subtractlJlg
the negative moments for all the parts of the body or system, are
to be found the t"\VO sums,

� · � . W 'JI X j �
- •

g

g

�•

,v Z X;. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . · · (3·)

which represent the total tendencies of all the centrifugal forces to
turn the axis in the planes of G Y and G Z respectively.
In fig. 247 lay down G Y to represent the former moment, �d
z, perpendicular to G Y, to represent the latter. Then the di&;
--G
gonal G M of the rectangle G Z M Y will represent the resul�
moment of what is called the CENTRIFUGAL COUPLE, and the d�
tion of that line will indicate the direction in ,vhich that cout
tends to turn the axis G X about the point G. Its value; and 1�
angular position, are given by the equations,
G l\;l

= J ( G Y" + G Z ) ;

... . . . . . . . . . . . (4.)

tan � Y G M = G Z + G Y
The condition which it is desirable to fulfil in all rapidly rota,
pieces of machines, that the axis of rotation shall be a perrnJJ,,
axis, is fulfilled when each of the sums in the formula 3 is not� '
that is, when

� ' W y X = 0 ; � ' W Z X = 0, . . . . . . . . . . . . . (5.)

The question, whether the axis of a rotating piece is a perina.nePJ
ax.is or not, is tested experimentally by making the piece spin ro�
rapidly with its shaft resting in bearings ,vhich are suspend_ed [
chains or cords, so as to be at liberty to swing. If the axis 1s JlO
a permanent axis, it oscillates; if it is, it remains ste,ldy.
When the axis of rotation tl'averses the centre of gravity of tbe11
piece, there is said to be a STANDING BALANCE; when it is als0
permanent axis, there is said to be a RUNNING BALANCE.
SECTION

III.-0/ Effort, Energy, Poiver, and Efficiency.

ifl
323. Eft'ort is a name applied to a force which acts on a body
the direction of its motion (A. JJf., 5 1 1 ).
te
If a force is applied to a. body in a direction making an acu
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angle with the direction of the body's motion, the component
of that oblique force along the direction of the body's motion is an
effort. That is to say, in fig. 248, let A B represent the direction
in which A is moving; let A F repre� ➔
A.
sent a force applied to A, obliquely to
B
P
that direction; from F draw F P per�
pendicular to A B; then A P is the
F
due to the force A F. �e trans•
Fig. 248.
verse component P F is a lateral force,
like the transverse componeut of the oblique resisting force in
Article 304.
To express this algebraically, let the entire force A F
F, the
effort A P
P, the lateral force P F Q, and the angle of obli
quity P A F
Then
P F · cos I

"-J

tdf<>rt

=

= ,.

=

=

;1
=
............. . .......... (l.)
=
F·
8
S
sin
Q

324. _,ondlden oC IJ'nilorm Speed. (A. M., 510, 512, 537.)-Ac
conling to the first law of motion, in order that a body·may move
uniformly, the forces applied to it, if any, must balance each other;
and the same principle holds-for a machine consisting of any num
ber of bodies.
When the directwn of a body's motion varies, but not the vewcity,
the lateral force required to produce the change of direction depends
on the principles set forth in Section 2; but the condition of balance
still holds for the forces which act along the direction of the body's
motion, that is, for the efforts and reaistances; so that, whether for
e. single body or for a machine, the condition of uniform velocii,'!I is,
that the efforts iludl balance the reaistancea.
In a machine, this condition must be fulfilled for each of the
single moving pieces of which it consists.
It can be sho� from the principles of statics (that is, the science
of ha.la.need forces), that in any body, system, or machine, that con
dition is fulfilled when the sum ofthe products of the efforts inw the
'Velocities of theitr -respective p<nnts of' action is equal to the sum ofthe
tyroducts of th£ re,sistances into the velocities of tM points where they
cwe ooercome.
Thus, let v be the velocity of a dri,mng point, or point where an
effort P is applied; v' the velocity of a working p<nnt, or point where
a resistance R is overcome; the condition of' uniform velocity for any
body, system, or machine is
2•

• (I.)
P 11 = � · R v' ... ......... ... . ..... ......

If there be only one driving point, or if the velocities of all the
2B
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driving points be alike, then P being the total effort, the sin�le
product P v may be put in in place of the sumt}: · P v; reducin3
the above equation to
P v = i · R v'....... ....... . . . .. . . . •••t.. (2.)
Referring now to Article 305, let the machine be one in whic� the
comparative or prop<Yl'ti<>nate velocities of all the points at a given
instant are known independently of their absolute velocities, f�Jll
the construction of the machine ; so that, for example, the veloc1
of the point where the resistance R is overcome bears to that 0
the driving point the ratio

1

v'
-

V

=

n;

then the condition of uniform speed may be thus expressed :P=

:i • n

R ;..........t......... . . . . .... (3.)

that is, the total effort is equal to the sum of the resistances reduced to
tlie driving point.
325. Energr-Potentlal Energy. (A. M., 514, 517, 593, 660.y0
Energy moons capacity f<Yl' performing work, and is expressed, lik
work, by the product of a force into a space.
The energy of an effort, sometimes called "potential energy'' (to
distinguish it from another form of energy to be afterwards refe�
to), is the product oftlte effort into the distance through wliic/1, it ti
capable of acting. Thus, if a weight of I 00 pounds be placed at all8
elevation of 20 feet above the ground, or above the lowest pl_a.Jl
to which the circumstances of the case admit of its descending{
that weight is sn.id to possess potential energy to the amount. 0
100 x 20 = 2,000 foot-pounds/ which means, that in descending
from its actual elevation to the lowest point of its course, t}le
weight is capable ofperforming work to that amount.
To take another example, let there be a reservoir contailliD�
10,000,000 gallons of water, in such a position that the centre;
gravity of the mal:is of water in the reservoir is I 00 feet abo_ve . e
lowest point to which it can be made to descend while overcoil)lll1
resistance. Then as a gallon of water weighs 10 lbs., the weight 0
the store of water is 100,000,000 lbs. , which being multiplied b1
the height through which that weight is capable of acting, 100 f:�
gives 10,000,000,000 foot-pounds for the potential energy of
weight of the store of water.
326. EqaoU1y of Enerff Exerted and Work Performed•-�nen
an effort actually does drive its point of application through ;
certain distance� energy to the amount of tho product of the etfo
into that distance is said to be exerted; and the potential energY,
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or energy which remains capable of being exerted, is to that amount
diminished.
When the energy is exerted in driving a machine at an uniform
speed, it is equal to the work performed.
To express this algebraically, let t denote the time during which
the energy is exerted, v the velocity of a driving point at which an
effort P is applied, s the distance through which it is driven, v' the
velocity of any working point at which a resistance R is overcome,
• the distance through w�ich it is driven; then
s = v t ; s' = v' t ;
and multiplying equation 1 of Article 324 by the time t, we obtain
the following equation :S • P v t = s · R v' t = s · P s = s · R s' ; . . . . . . . . . (1.)
which expresses the equality of energy exerted, and work per
formed, for constant efforts and resistances.
When the efforts and resistances vary, it i$ sufficient to refer to
Article 307, to show that the same principle is expressed as
follows:-

� f P d s = :s f R d i ;. .. ...o..... .. ..o..... (2.)

where the symbol J expresses the operation of finding the work
performed against a varying resistance, or the energy exerted by a
varying effort, as the case may be; and the symbol � expresses the
operation of adding together the quantities of energy exerted, or
work performed, as the case may be, at different points of the
machine.
327. Varloa• Factor• of Eae...,..-A quantity of energy, like a
quantity of work, may be computed by multiplying either a force
into a distance, or a statical moment into an angular motion, or the
intensity of a pressure into a volume. These processes have already
been explained in detail in Articles 301 and 30 2, pages 340 to 341.
328. The Energy Exerted Jn Prodacins A.cceleration (A. M., 54�)
is equal to the work of acceleration, whose amount has been inves
tigated in Articles 312 and 313, pages 354 to 357.
329. The A.ceeleradns Eft"or& (A. M., 554) by ,vhich a given in
crease of velocity in a given mass is produced, and which is exerted
by the driving body against the driven bo dy, is equal and opposite
to the resistance due to acceleration which the driven body exerts
against the driving body, and whose amount has been given in
Articles 312 and 313. Refen·ing, therefore, to equations 4 and 8
of Article 312, we find the two following expressions, the first of
which gives, the accelerating effort required to produce a given
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•

when the time de ill

acceleration d t1 in a. body whose weight is W,
which that acceleration is to be produced is given, and the seco��
the same accelerating effort, when the dist,ance d, B = t, d, t in whi
the acceleration is to be produced is given :-

p - � • dd "'t .....•.... ......••..• . •...(1.)
g

== W •
g

V: V =
8

� • ��.r) •••• • •• •••••••• • • • (2.)
g

8

Referring nex.t to Article 313, page 35,, we find from equatioJlS
5, 6,and 7, that the work of acceleration cortespondingto an inc�
d a in the angular velocity of a rotating body whose moment
inertia is I, is
i w-t , co:- � :;_-- I · d (a2) = I a d a.

2g

- - .. .,,,.... .;,· .
.,/

g

Let dt be the time, and d i = a d t the angular motion in which
that acceleration is to be produced; let P be the accelerating e1f?rt,
and l its leverage, or the perpendicular distance of its line of act!0!1
from the axis; then, according as the time dt, or the angle <l•� iS
given, we have the two following expressions for the accderati'IIIJ
couple :P l = � • !: .... . . .......... ....... . . .(3.)

=I.
g

a:.°' = !. . ��1................... . (4.)
i

g

1,

Lastly, referring toArticle 315, page 362, equation 2,we find,thtbat6
it a train of mechanism consists of various parts, and if W be
weight of any one of those parts, whose velocity v' bears to that of
I
the driving point v the ratio � = n, then the accelerating effort
'V

which must be applied to the driving point, in order that, d4ge
the interval d t, in which the driving point moves through t
distance ds = v d t, that point may undergo the acceleration_d�
and each weight W the corresponding acceleration n d v, is gi�e
by one or other of the two formulre•

:I n"' W cl 'IJ

(5.)
·
··
P = g · a e··············•···•·•
2
l n2 W 1J d v = :% n2 W
'!
...
{v ) •• •• • • • • • • • • (6,)
. d,
. d,
=
9

8

fl

2

8
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330. Work Daring BetarcladoD-Eaergy Stored and Redored.
(.A. M., 528, 549, 550.}-In order to cause a given retardation, or
dimin11tion of the velocity of a given body, in a given time, or
while it traverses a given distance, resistance must be opposed to
its motion equal to the effort which would be required to produce
in the same time, or in the same distance, an acceleration equal to
the retardation.
A moving body, therefore, while being retarded, ooercomes re,.
ristance and perfonns work; and that work is equal to the energy
exerted in producing an acceleration of the same body equal to the
retardation.
It is for this reason that it has been stated, in Article 312, that
the work performed in accelerating the speed of the moving pieces
of a machine is not necessarily lost ; for those moving pieces, by
returning to their original speed, are capable of perfom>ing an
equal amount of work in overcoming resistance; so that the per
fom:,ance of such work is not prevented, but only deferred. Hence
,energy exerted in acceleration is said to be stored; and when by a
subsequent and equal retardation an equal amount of work is per
formed, that energy is -said to be restmed.
The algebraical expressions for the relations between a retarding
resistance, and the retardation which it produ� in a given body
by acting during a giveD. time or t�h a given space, are ob
tained from the equations of �rticle 329 simply by putting R, the
symbol for a resistance, instead of P, the symbol for an effort, and
- d v, the symbol for a retardation, instead of d v, the symbol fo
an acceleration.
331. The .&.chlal Eaeqy (.4. . M., 547, 589) of a moving hotly is
the work which it is capable of performing aga.inst a ·retarding
resistance before being brought to rest, and is equal to the energy
which must be exerted on the body to bring it from a state of rest
to its actual velocity. The value of that quantity is the pr;oduct <if
the wei,ght of the body into the height from, which it must fall to
acquire it, actual vel,odty; that is to say,
W v2
• • • ••.•.••..•.••.•.•••.•••• (1.)
•••••
2g

The total actual energy of a system of bodies, each moving with
its own velocity, is denoted by
l': · W v2
; ......... ····o···· · · ......... (2.)
2g

and when those bodies are the pieces of a machine, whose velocities
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be ar definite ratios (any one of which is denoted by n) to the velo
city of the driving point v, their total actual energy is
�

2 g ... ·�

. ... ,..,2

.

.

w, .................. . .. . .... .(3.)

being the proiluct of the reduced inerti,a, (or co-efficient of steadin�
as Mr. Moseley calls it) into the height due to the velocity of
drimng point.
The actual energy of a rotating body whose angular velocity JS tJ,
and moment of inertia � W r = I, is

-.

a2 I .
. •. .. ....••.....•• . .•• . •••. . . (4.)
...
,
2g

t

that is, the product of the moment of inertia into the hei,ght d'IM."°
veloci,ty, a, of a point, whose distance /ram the axis of rotat'i,<ffi
unity.
When a given amount of energy is alternately stored and re:
stored by alternate incre ase and diroin'l1tion in the speed of a. �d
chine, the actual energy of the machine is alternately increased all
diminished by that amount.
Actual energy, like motion, is relative only. That is to sa_y, 11�
computing the actual energy of a body, which is the capacity
possesses of performing work upon certain other bodies by -re.asn;
ofits motion, it is the motion relatively to those uther bodies that
to be taken into account.
For example, if it be wished to determine how many turns d
wheel of a locomotive engine, rotating with a given velocity, -woul
make, before being stopped by tlie friction of its bearings onl,y, su�
posing it lifted out of contact with the rails,-the actual enerf!!
that wheel is to be taken relatively to tlte frame of the engine toe
which those bearings are fixed, and is simply the actual energy du
to the rotation. But if the wheel be supposed to be detached frOJXl
the engine, and it is inquired lww high it ·will ascend up a pcrf
fjt
smooth inclined plane before being stopped by tlte attract·ion, 0.,
earth, then its actual energy is to be taken relatively to the ea�
that is to say, to the energy of rotation already mentioned, is tothe
added the energy due to the translat·ion or forward motion of
wheel along with its axis.
ts
332. A Reciprocatina Force (A.. M., 556) is a force whi?h a�
alternately as an effort and as an equal and opposite res1staJl js
according to the direction of motion of the body . Such a. forc:e
the weight of a moving piece whose centre of gravity altern 11
�
rises and falls; and such is the elasticity of a perfectly elastic Y.
··-
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'{:e �ork which a body performs in moving against a reciprocating
e employed in increasing its own potential energy, and is not
lo: bs
. Y the body; so that by the motion of a body alternately
�nst and with a reciprocating force, energy is stored and reas well as by alternate acceleration and retardation.
e � \V
of any m denote the weight of the whole of the moving pieces
_ a-chine, and h a, height through which the common centre
of yity
of
qU:,t ty of them all is alternately raised and lowered. . Then the
energyi
h ll W'
. ·
: }��ed While the centre of gravity is rising, and restored while it
'Ullng.
e e principles are illustrated by the action of the plungers of
a�
sing�e a cting
pumping steam engine. The weight of those
lungers ac
ts as a resistance while they are being lifted by the
:r
ess re of
the steam on the pic;ton; and the same weight acts as
effi u
W�en the plungers descend and drive before them the water
the pump barrels have been filled. Thus, the energy
e� Which
d by the steam on the piston is stored during the up-stroke
of�re
e
ngers ; and during their down-stroke the same amount of
e'\Vn gyP!u
� lS restored, and employed in performing the work of raising
3 r and overcoming its friction.
a In33. Pel'iodlcal Motion. (A. M., 553.)-If a body moves in such
nner
it periodically returns to its original velocity, then
at th nd that
is nO:hl of each period, the entire variation of its actual energy
ng; and if, during any part of the period of motion, energy
has been
ene gy stored by acceleration of the body, the same quantity of
res� exactly must have been during another part of the period
red
If th by 1·etardation of the body.
e �ody also returns in the course of the same period to the
.
8atne P0s1�1on
for
relatively to ll bodies which exert reciprocating
s. on it-for example, ifa it returns periodically to the same
ele� 1o
"1'hi
n relatively to the earth's surface-any quantity of energy
h as been stored during one part of .the period by moving
c
3.gaio t recip
rocating forces must have been exactly restored during
anot1::er
rt
ll:encepaat of the period.
the end of each period, the equality of energy and work,
and,
the balance of mean effort
and mean resistance, holds with.
�.
t? the driving effort and tlie resistances, exactly as if the speed
niform and the reci rocating forces null; and all the eql1a•
tio:8 Uof
p
Ar_ticle
s
324 and 326 are applicable to periodic motion, prolide hat
326 '\! 1n the equations of Article 324, and equation 1 of Article
re si� ' R, and v are held to denote the mea-n vc�?ues of the efforts,
tno tances, and velocities,-that s and s' are held to denote spaces
ved thro ugh in
one or more entire periods,-and that in equa•

{i

'Vi�r

t

i:ect
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tion 2 of Article 326, the integrations denoted by J be held to
extend to one or more entire periods.
These principles are illustrated by the steam engine. The velf
cities of its moving parts are continually varying, and thos? 0#
some of them, such as the piston, are r1eriodically reversed in d1rec
tion. But at the end of each period, called a revolution, or double#
stroke, every part returns to its original position and velocity ; so
that the equality of energy and work, and the equality of the �n
effort to the mean, resistance 'reduced to tlie driving point,-tbat !8#1
the equality of the mean effective pressure of the steam on the P18
ton to the mean total resistance reduced to the piston-bold for
one or any whole number of complete revolutions, exactly as for
uniform speed.
.
It thus appears that (as stated at th@ commencement of tbtS
Part) there are two fundamentally different ways of considering. a
periodically moving machine, each of which must be employed 111
succession,
in order to obtain a complete knowledge of its ,vork•
rn�
" I. In the first place is considered the action of the mac�1ne
during one or n1ore whole periods, with a view to the determ1na.·
tion of the relation between the mean resistances and mean efforts{
and of the EFFICIENCY; tbat is, the ratio which the useful part 0
its work bears to the whole expenditure of energy. The motion of
every ordinary machine is either uniform or periodical.
" II. In the second place is to be considered the action of the
machine during intervals of time less than its period, in order to
determine the law of the periodic changes in the motions of �b e
pieces of which the machine consists, and of the periodic or recip
rocating forces by which such changes are produced."
334. Startiq and Stopping. (A. M., 691. )-The starting of a
machine consists in setting it in motion from a state of rest, and
bringing it up to its proper mean velocity. This operation requires
the exertion, besides the energy required to overcome the mean
resistance, of an additional ,quantity of energy equal to the actual
energy of the machine when moving with its mean velocity, 88
found according to the principles of Article 33 1 , page 373.
.
18
If, in order to stop a machine, the effort of the prime mover
simply suspended, the machine will continue to go until work bas
been performed in overcoming resistances equal to the actual energy
due to the speed of the machine at the time of suspending the effort
of the prime mover.
In order to diminish the time required by this operation , the
resistance may be increased by means of the friction of a brake,
Brakes will be further described in the sequel.
335. The Emc,encr of a machine is a fraction expressing the ratio
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of the useful work to
the whole work, which is equal to tl1e energy
exp:n ded. The
COUNTER-EFFICIENCY is the reciprocal of the
:�ciency, and is the ratio in which the energy expended is great�r
n _the useful work. The object of i1nproveroents in machines 1s
\
t0 ring their
efficiency and counter-efficiency as near to unity as
possible,
As_ to useful and lost work, see Article 308e The algebraical ex
pres�ion .of the efficiency of machine having. uniform or periodical
a
10n, 1s obtained
by introducing the distinction between useful
lost work into the equations of the conservation of energy.
us! let P denote the mean effort at the driving point; s, the space
d scri�ed by
it in a given inte1·val of ti1ne, being a whole number
;
0 perio
ds of revolutions; R1, the mean useful resistance; s1, the
p
� ace through which it is overcome in the same interval ; R2, any
e of the wasteful resistances; 9 , the space through which it is
�
2
0 er
come; then
P s R, s1 + � · R2 Biz ; • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • (1 )
.
lLlltl the effic
iency of the machine is expressed by
R1 81
� sl _
( .
.
s
R1 s1
1: • R2 s2 . .......... .... .. 2 )
l
tnany cases the lost work of a machine, � s" consists of a con
8�nt
cl
P�rt, and of a part bearing to the useful work a proportion
;pending in some definite manner on the sizes, figures, arrange
ent, and connection of the pieces of the train, on which also de
Pends the constant part of the
lost work. In such cases the whole
energy
nded and the efficiency of the machine are expressed by
the eq ex.pe
uations
P s ( 1 + A) R1 s1 B;

llloJ

rt

=

+

=

tf

!•:• =

+

1

+�+

B
R1 81

.... .... . ••. .•...(3.)

�d e first of these is the mathematical expression of what Mr.
Th ey calls the " moduluse" of a machinee
Con e US�ful work of an intermediate piece .in a train of mechanism
sis
.
n
e �gyts lil driving the piece which follows it, and is less than the
� 1 exerted upon it by the amount of the work lost in overcom
own
Piece�18 the friction. Hence the efficiency of such an intermediate
ratio of the work peiformed by it in driving the follow
in .
g P:ece, to the energy
exerted on it by the preceding piece; and it
is
�ent that the efficiency of a machine is the product of tlte eifi
d • . 0f the series of'llWVing pieces which transmit energy from, tlte
1'1tving point to tlw working point. The same principle applies to a
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trai� of successive machines, each driving that which follows it; and
to counter-efficiency as well as to efficiency.
. f.
cbi�
336. Power and E«ect-Hor•e-Power.-The power of a ma
is the energy exerted, and the effect, tl1e useful work performed, in
some interval of time of definite length, such as a second, a minui"ie,
an hour, or a day.
..0
The unit of power called conventionally a liorse-power, is 5:>
foot-pounds per second, or 33,000 foot-pounds per minute, or
1,980,000 foot-pounds per hour. The effect is equal to the po�e�
multiplied by the efficiency ; and the power is equal to the eff�s_
1nultiplied by the counter-efficiency. The loss of power is the �
ference bet,veen the effect and the power. As to the Frenc
" Force de Cheva]," see Article 299, page 339 . It is equal �
0·9863 of a British horse-power; and a British horse-power 15
1 ·0139 force de cheval.
337. General Equation.-The following general equation pre;
sents at one view the p rinciples of the action of machines, whethe
n1oving uniformly, periodically, or other,Yise :-

f P d s = }:, f R d s' ± 7, 'Z \V + }:, · W (;� 9- Vi);

where W is the weight of any moving piece of the machine ;
h, when positive, the elevation, and when negative, the defres·s
sion, which the common centre of gravity of all the moving piece6
undergoes in the interval of time under consideration; v1 th
velocity at the beginning, and v2 the velocity at the end, of
interval in question, with which a. given par ticle of the rnacbine 0
the weight W is moving;
t
g, the acceleration which gravity causes in a second, or 32 ·2 fee
per second, or 9·81 metres per second.
R d s', the work performed in overcoming any resistance durivg

thf

f

the interval in question ;

f P d s, the energy exerted during the interval in question.

The second and third terms of the right-hand side, when positife,
are energy stored ; when negative, energy restored.
The principle represented by the equation is expressed in words
·
as follows :Tlte energy exerted, added to tlie energy restored, is equal to t/¢
energy stored added to the work perforrned.
e
338. The Principle of Vlr&aal Velocltle•, when applied to �b}e
uniform motion of a machine, is expressed by equation 3 of Ar::
orl
324, already given in page 369; or in words as follows :-The ��
.
is equal to the sum of the resistances reduced to the driving P"" '
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��t is,_ each multiplied by the ratio of the velocity of its working
'\V Ult to tJ�e velocity of the driving point. The san1e principle,
v he� applied to reciprocating forces and to re-actions dne to
ry
;ea ing speed, as well as to passive resistances, is expressed by
�s of. a modified form of the general equation of Article 337,
obtained n
b e i the following manner :-Let n denote either the ratio
w\rn at a given instant by the velocity of a given working point,
_ere the resistance R is overcome, to the velocity of the driving
Ptint, or the mean value of that ratio during a given interval of
i lll ; let
ors :escentn" denote the corresponding ratio for the vertical ascent
pieces ,vhose(according as it is positive or negative) of a 1noving
weight is W ; let n' denote the corresponding ratio
for the
mean velocity of a mass whose weight is W, undergoing
acceleration or
either the rate of acceleration
retardation, and

!;•

f
� that mass, if the calculation relates to an instant, or the me.an
1 �f that
:
a �e insta rate, if to a finite interval of tin1e. Then the effort
case tnay nt, or the mean effort during the given interval, as the
be, is given by ihe follo,ving equation :-

n
�
d 11.
·
·
P = � · n R + � n" W + �
g

t

If the ratio n', which the velocity of the mass W bears to that of
d ·v
d v' n' dv
.
.
the dr1v1ng
• .
where
,
point, 1s constant, we may put
cti
d t = dt
denotes
the rate of acceleration of the driving point; and then the
third �
rm of the foregoing expression becomes d;- � · n'2 W, as in
g t
forn1u1a.
2 of Article 216, page 229.
339. 1:i'orce• in the Mecbanlcal Power•, neglectin& Friction-Par
• e•-T
�
he mechanical po,vers, considereds. as means of modifying
-;.
10n only,
°s
have been considered i n Articles 221 to 224, pages
231 to
234. When friction is neglected, any one of the mechan
ical
'1ta h:powers may be regarded as an uniformly-nwving simple
e, in which one effort balances one resistance j and in which,
c c in
quently, according to the principle of virtual velocities, or
0���
,,. . t e equality of energy exerted and work done, tl,,e effort and
n e are to each other inversely as the velocities along their lines
0r � c
jnction of tlie points wl1,ere they are applied.
the older writings on mechanics, the effort is called the
P<noer, and
the se of the resistance the weight j but it is desirable to avoid
the word " powers" in. this sense, because of its being
"Ve tl
co�monly used in a different sense-viz., the rate at whicl1
enry
,, er�y is exerted by a prime mover; and the substitution of
resistance" fors"
weight " is made in order to express the fact,
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that the principle just stated applies to the overcoming of all sorts
of resistance, and not to the lifting of weights only.
The weight of the moving piece itself in a mechanical Pow�r
may either be wholly supported at the bearing, if the piece 1$
balanced ; or if not, it is to be regarded as divided into two
parallel components, one supported directly at the bearing, and
the other being included in the effort or in the resistance, as the
case mav
.. be.
The relation between the effort and the resistance in anY
mechanical po,ver may be deduced from the principles of statics ;
viz. :-In the case of the LEVER (including the wheel and axle), frotn
the balance of couples of equal and opposite moments ; in the
case of the INCLINED PLANE (including the wedge and the screW) ,
from the parallelogram of forces ; and in the case of the pulle�
from the composition of parallel forces. The principle of virtu
velocities, however, is more convenient in calculation.
The total load in a mechanical power is the resultant of the
effort, the resistance, the lateral components of the forces acting at
the driving and working points, and the weight directly carrieds_at
the bearings ; and it is equal and directly opposed to the re-action
of the bearings or supports of the machine.
By the purchase of a mechanical power is to be understood the
ratio borne by the resistance to the effort, which is equal to the
ratio borne by the velocity of the driving point to that of the
working point. This term has already been explained in connec·
tion with the pulley, in Article 201, pages 215, 216.
The following are the results of the principle of virtual velocities,
as applied to determine the purchase in the several mechanical
powers :!. LEVER.-The effort and resistance are to each other in the
inverse ratio of the perpendicular distances of their lines of acti011
from the axis of rotation or fulcrum ; so that the purchase is t�e
ratio which the perpendicular distance of the effort from the a�is
bears to the perpendicular distance of the resistance from the a��
Under the head of the lever may be comprehended all turn�Dt,
or rocking primary pieces in mechanism which are connected with
their drivers and followers by linkwork.
II. WHEEL AND AxLE.-The purchase is the same as in the c�
of the lever; and the perpendicular distances of .the lines of action
of the effort and of the resistance from the axis are the radii of the
pitch-circles of the wheel and of the axle respectively.
Under the head of the wheel and axle may be comprehended
all turning or rocking primary pieces in mechanism which �re
connected with their drivers and followers by means of rollu•a
contact, of teeth, or of bands. By thes" wheel" is to be understoO
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th itch
th: f -cylinder of that part of the piece which is driven ; and by
xle," the pitch-cylinder of that part of the pi�ce which drives.
j
11 · INCLINED
PLANE, and IV. WEDGE.-Here the purchase, or
ratio f the
l'eloci.� f resistance to the effort, is the ratio borne by the whole
233 Y o the sliding body (represented by B C in fig. 165, page
.and C
.
\'el�city (repc in fig 166, page 234) to that component of the.
166 page resented by B D in fig. 165, page 233, and C e in fig
234) which is directly opposed to the resistance : it
be�
g understood that the effort is exerted in the direction of
tnoti n of the sliding
body.
'.rhe t�rm
the 'lllotion inclined plwn.e may be used when the resistance to
of it own of a body that slides along a guiding surface consists
of a, ink ; weight, or of a force applied to a point in it by means
and
Pressu ap�liedthe term wedge, when that resistance conRists of a
to its :rect1on to a plane surface of the moving body, oblique
of motion .
'V" S
be a ·£ cnEw. -Let the resistance (R) to the motion of a screw
rc
&nd 1e� theacting along its axis, and directly opposed to its advance;
effort (P) which drives the screw be applied to a point
tigid}
and attached to the screw, and at the distance r from the axis,
"hil tbxerted in the direction of motion of that point. Then,
8.gai:st sere� makes one revolution, the working point _advances
and at e res1st�nce throu�h. a dis�nce equal . to . the p�tch ( p) ;
throu h e same time the dnvtng point moves 1n its helical path
the scgre the distance J (4 -,r-2 r2 p2) ; therefore the purchase of
w, neglecting friction, is expressed as follows :-

f.

i:!

h

tt

+

R
=
p

J4 .,..� ,,.
p

2

+ P2

::::- length of one coil of path of driving point.
pitch

In�-e PULLEY. (See Articles 200 and 201, pages 214 to 216.)
the r .Pulley without friction, the purchase is the ratio borne by
sta
the e;irt nce which opposes the advance of the running block to ·
l>tessJ exerted on the hauling part of the rope ; and it is ex
by
is co: ectedthe number of plies of rope by which the running block
'7' I
with the fixed block.
I The HYDR
be inoiutled amo AULIC PRESS, when friction is neglected, may
ngst the mechanical powers, agreeably. to the
definit• n
f
l'esista�:e ?18 them given at the beginning of this Article. By the
to
lnotion of the be understood the force which opposes the outward
press-plunger, A, fig. 159, page 224; and by the
efl'ort th
e
inten�it force which drives inward the pump-plunger,. A'. The
Y of the }>ressure exerted between each of the two plungers
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and the fluid is the same; therefore the amount of the pressure
exerted between each plunger and the fluid is proportional to t�e
area of that plunger; so that the purchase of the hydraulic press JS
expressed as follows :R A
transverse area of press-plunger
P = A' = transverse area of pump-plungerh;
and this is the reciprocal of the ratio of the velocities of those
plungers, as already shown in Article 209, page 223.
The purchase of a train of mechanical powers . i s the product of
the purchases of the several elementary parts of that train.
The object of producing a purchase expressed by a nun1ber greater
than unity is, to enable a resistance to be overcome by means of a�
effort smaller than itself, but acting through a greater dista�ce'
and the use of such a purchase is found chiefly in machines dr1V'en
by muscular power, because of the effort being limited in amount.

IV. -Of Dynarnometers.
340. Dynamometer• are instru1nents for measuring and recording
the energy exerted and work performed by machines. They rna1
be cla.c,sed as follows :I. Instruments which merely indicate tlie force exerted betwee:
a driving body and a driven body, leaving the. distance throug
which that force is exerted to be observed independently. The
following are examples of this class :a. The weight of a solid body may be so suspended as to balance
the resistance, as in Scott Russell's experiments on the resistance
of boats. (Edin. Trans., xiv. )
b. The weight of a column of liquid may be employed to balance
and measure the effort required to drag a carriage or other body,
as in Milne's mercurial dynamometer.
c. The available energy of a prirne mover may be wholly e$·
pended in overcoming friction, which is measured by a weight, sS
in Prony's dynamometer (described fnrther on).
d. A spring balance may be interposed between a. prime mover
and a body whose resistance it overcomes.
II. Instruments ,vhich record at . once the force, motion, s.nd
work of a machine, by drawing a line, straight or curved, as the
case may be, whose abscissre represent the distances moved through,
it.� ordinate s the resistances overcome, and its area the worlt per..
formed (as in fig. 241, page 346).
. 8-1
c
i
.A dynamometer of this class consists essentially of two prin p
parts : a spring whose deflection indicates the force exerted bet-wed
a. driving body and a driven body; and a band of paper, or a C8.; '
moving at 1ight angles to the direction of deflection of the spriJlg
SECTION
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�ing
ant � c -up drum, to which one end of the paper band is glued,
Propo t� h draws along and rolls up the paper band with a velocity
10 l
is afusee
°:av� that of the vehicle. Fixed on the axis of this drum
increases 1ng a spiral groove round it, whose radius gradually
at .t�e same rate as that at which the effective 1-adins of
the d
g_is increased during its motion by the rolling of succes
sive 1 s of
paper upon it. 1,he object of this is to prevent that
it1crea
of the effective radius of the drum from accelerating the
s
8Peed
11, . 0� the
paper band ;
a
drum which receives through a train of wheelwork and
end}:8 scr
ews a velocity proportional to that of the wheels of the
e
l" hicl and_
tnecba�i m 1 which, by means of a cord, drives the fusee. The
fiftieth O� s usual1y so designed that the paper moves at onethe
Bet een thespeed of the vehicle.
P<>rt th
drums l and g there are three small rollers to supe paper hand and keep it steady.
One f the safety
rela
bridles carries a pencil, k, which, being at rest
tiv��Y to
the frame of the recording apparatus, traces a
Straj
.
h
the g _line on the band of paper as the latter travels below
0 l_p=�l. That line is called the zero line, and co1Tesponds to
g. 241, page 346.
An ar� fixed to
the forward gland carries another pencil, whose
l>ositi
no t��!-8 adj usted before the experiment, so that when there is
c ive f?rce its
point rests on the zero line. During the ex
Petiin 11t,
t n, 0 this pencil traces on the paper band a line such as
fig. _241, whose ordinate or distance from any given point
t
heo'
in. zeto line is the deflection of the pair of springs, and pro
J>ortion
journeyal ;0 the tractive force, at the correBponding point in the
l'h O the vehicle.
r s of
the diagrams drawn by this apparatus, representing
<tu
�
�
a
n
in. .a.ri·t1 8eaof work,
may be found either by the method described
ie
areas 0 289, page 331, or by an instrument for measu1·ing the
1ane
l'arious Ol'ms figures, called the Planimeter, or PlaJ,ometer, of which
Maxwell,
4!nstl and have been invented by Ernst, Sang, Clerk
othe
A ir pencil, rs.
a�tuated by a clock, is sometimes caused _to mark
a 8eries O:
dots on the paper band at equal intervals of time, and
8o to r
ecord the changes of velocit .
y
WJi
lllore 0 one vehicle (such as a locomotive engine) drags one or
ers
before nd , the apparatus may, if convenient, be turned hind side
carried by the foremost vehicl�. In such a ca�e _the
ln.otio� : he
"heel { � �and of paper ought to be derived, not from a dr1v1nglch lS liable to slip, but from a bearing-wheel.
'Whe'W
n
\\fork p edihe apparatus is used to record the tractive force and
Pape1• bandrmed in towing a vessel, the apparatus for moving the
may be driven by means of a wheel or fan, acted upon
2c

:?

1f

th:,

�1
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by the water ; in which case the ratio of the velocity of the band
to that of the vessel should be determined by experiment.
Owing to the varieties which exist in the elasticity of steel, the
relation between the deflections of the springs and the tractive
forces �n only be roughly calculated beforehand, and should be
determined exactly by direct experiment-that is, by hanging
known weights to the springs, and noting the deflections.
�he 1?est form of longitudinal section for each spring is that
�h1ch gives the greatest flexibility for a given �trength, and con
sist� of two parabolas, having their vertices at the two ends of the
·8P?,ng, and meetin � base to base in the middle ; that is to say, the
thickne�s of the sp�ing at any given poi!lt of its length s�ould be
proportional to the square root of the distance of that point from
the nearest end of the spring. �ro express this by a formula, let
c be the half-length of the spring ;
.
i
h, the thickness in th e middle;
�' the distance of any point in the spring from the end nearest
to 1t ·
/1,', the thickness at that point; then

I,,'

=

1,, • v: . . . . . . . . . . . . .

(1.)

The breadth of each spring should be uniform, and, according to
General Mo1in, should not exceed from I½ to 2 inches. Let it be
denoted by b.
The followin(T is the formula for calculating beforehand the
probalJle j oint d:flection of a given pair of springs under a given
tractive force :. Let the dimensions c, h, b be stated in inches, and the force P
1D pounds.
Let y denote the deflection in inches.
Let � denote the modulus of elasticity _of steel, in pound� on the
square inch. Its value, for different specimens of steel, vanes from
2�,000,000 to 42,000,000, the smaller values being the most oom
Dlon. Then
8 p c3
a··· · · · · · · · · · · ···· · ····· ····(2.)
'!I =
E b 11,
The deflection should not be permitted to exceed about ·one
tenth part of the length of the springs.
34:3. 1'1orin'• Botatery Dyaam•meter is represented in figs. �51,
251 a, .and is designed to record the work perfor_med by � prune
.
Jnover 1n transmitting rotatory motion
to any machine. A lB a fast
pull�y, and C a loose pulley, on the same shaft. A belt transmits
motion from the prime mover to one or other of those pulleys
according as it ia desired to transmit motion to the shaft or not.

"'
rd

��� m!��: ;,,t.,o:,! h�n:":\:. •:�e��h� ;o�� ::\'.!
on the •han to 1. oort.ain edent, ,o that it ;. capable of movY

h

l

h

� :;,�"ely to the shaft, baek.,arda a.nd forward• through • •m1.\1
.
lllotio,; .••ent to �dmit of the delleetion of a .teel Bpring by which
ll t..,nam,tt.ed from the ohan to the pulley,
·
•vriog
ith iL

wh.- ordinates npneent
dynamomcter.
ndi1 driven by a toothed
t whilethe ahd\rot&tes
dr,urn i.ck,the toothed
ri

;':��h�t&e.,.���n" :rb�� ;;.'!,e..--=:dw.,.! ;.:

lit.
(otherwioe called " Pa.ndy�� ,�e T!1.�8:...
,.hicb �m i: :�� !·.!i:"th�:�::r =��:.u.7:d�t

�•.!!;l
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1 ing, by a self-acting apparatus, the moment of the couple by �hie}
the shaft is driven, and the work done by that couple. Two tra.1!18tB
wheels, driven fron1 the shaft at two different points, commun�cato
rotations of equal speed in opposite dit·ections about one axisot
two bevel•wheels which gear with an intermediate bevel-whee1 �
opposite sides of its rin1, forn1ing a combination like that sho�n to
fig. 176, page 245. The axis of the third wheel, corresponding be
the train-arm A in fig. 176, indicates by its position one-half of t
angle through which the shaft is twisted between the spur-wheeIs,
·
ra
a
and communicates its motion to the pencil of the recording app t
tus; which pencil, as in other recording dynamometers, drawsto
line on a strip of paper that is moved at a speed proportional dtJ
the speed of the shaft that transmits the power. (See Annales
Mines, 1 867, vol. xi)
·o
0�
The only perfectly accurate way of determining the rel��
between the displacement of the pencil and the moment transoll,re&
by the shaft, is to ascertain by direct experiinent the twisting �bl&
of a known couple when applied to the shaft . But a pro •/
approximate value of that relation may be calculated as follo�s
thB
Let M be the twisting moment ; x, the length of that par� 0 ter"
shaft whose angular torsion is to be detern1ined; /1,, its d1atnetb;
C, the co-efficient of transverse elasticity of the material; I,
angle of torsion, in ci1·cular measure; then,*
4
1
M �> . C "· = 0· 098 C h4 ....o. . . ..... .. . .. (1-)
8
3� X
X
to
Let n be the ratio which each of the contrary angular velOCl•tieS
of the bevel-wheels corresponding to B and C i n fi g. 176 beJ1r8 r
the angular velocity of the shaft, and y the length of an indexj'&l'
responding to the train-arm, A, in that figure; then the an1,n 1
displacement of that index is
; an d the linear displaceJJleJlt of
2
its end (which may be denoted by z) is
_on l y _
,.,o
"' ,
2
0
th
Jl
ee
therefore the following formula expresses the relation betw
moment M, and the displacement z;
M_ 2 M _ � . C 4
.
h _ 0_196 C h'··o
· · · • • . (2-)
z - n y , - 16 n x y n x y · · o ··
Should the shaft be hollow, let /{ be its internal diameter ; tbell
in each .of the preceding formulre for lt4 substitute h4 - /,'4•
The following are values of the co-efficient C :-

=

• Manual of .Applied Meclianics, Article 322, page 357.
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PANDYNAMOMETER-SPIRAL SPRINGS.
Dimension
· s in • ••• •. •• . .. • . . . . . . . • . • • •·
Forcea in.. • • • • • • • • • • • • •• • • . • • . . . . . . •

C st I ron, about.......... ..... .... ..
W

Inches,.. • •
Lbs,.. • •• • •

1 1 t:
M·11·m�tres.
Kilogrammes.

2, 000

rought I ron, from.. .............
6,000
7, 000
to...........o....
Stee1, "
7,000
from. ..... .........
"
to....... ....... .
8,4 00
ap;::lati?n may be used preliminary to the designing of the
us, in
Place ent of order to find approximately the extent of the dis
the recording pencil; but the exact relation of that
dispI:i
<>u btce ent to th e twisting moment exerted through the shaft
g a ways to be d
etermined by experiment.
345
are 'lll • :•a•t1c11y of Spiral Sprina■.-As spiral or helical springs •
used in dynamometric apparatus, it is convenient here to
state
laws of
In o :er that their resistance to extension ·and compression.
ln� �
such a spring may be an accurate instrument for
u n g forces-that
is, in order that the proportion borne by
_
the 1 ;
acting on the spring to the extension or compression
"'hich�it pro
�uces may be constant-the figure of the spring should
he a t
lt rue helix, as described in Article 58, page 36.
i8 more favou
rable to accuracy to measure a force by the ex
lensio th
e,cten: �n by the compression of a spiral spring; because during
0n 1t
Coils r . �reserves almost exactly a truly helical form, and the
the in!��In 1� a cylindrical surface; whereas during compression
sprin 1 e co ils are apt to swerve sideways, so as to make the
the u�e ose the proper figure. There are cases, however, in which
it is k. of the compression of the spring is unavoidable ; and then
in a ce .t a�proximately in its proper figure by being enclosed
illl d y hndncal casing, which ought to be so large as not to
pe e t e
longi
The })a.ir of tudinal motion of the spring.
stretched sho equal and opposite forces by which a spiral spring is
Purpos th uld act exactly along the axis of the helix; for which
stro0g : e �nd s of the spring should be made fast. to a pair of
helile �d stiff arn1s, each of which should be perpend1cula.r to the
heliJt'.a� sh?uld lie along a radius of the cylinder on which the
the a� escr1bed, so that the inner ends of the arms 1nay be in
lneasu e� of the helix ; and at those inner ends the forces to be
�hould be applied. The best form of section for the
� �
0 W�ic
h the spring is made is circular ; because the extension
of the
sp ng depends
tol'Sion i1.
on the torsion of the wire ; and the laws of
llection tre known with greater precision for a circular form of
t an �or any
other.
l'he fol1 w
th� e� ? 1ng formulm show the relations between the load and
. tet 4st0n or compression of the spring:line of�i!>8 t�e l"adius of the cylinder containing the helical centre
e 8Pll'a.l spring, as measured from the axis to the centre of

1
�h

1

'

2,850, 000
8,500,000
1 0 ,000,000
1 0,000,000
I 2,000, 000
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the wire ; n, the numher of coils of which the spring consistS ; J,
the diameter of the wire; C, the co-efficient of rigidity or transV�
elasticity of the material; f, the greatest safe shearing stress Uyh
it ; W, any load not exceeding the greatest safe load; 11, e6
corresponding extension or compression ; W1, the greatest
ateadv load ; v1, the grea�t safe extension or co�pression;
:_�.) 0·196/ d3 17
12�66 n fr• �C d4
W
W
; 1=
64 n r3 ; 1 =
\�_j
cd
r

j

1-

v=

tt:

The greatest safe sudden load is �1 •

If the wire of which the spring is made is square, and of the
dimensions d x d, the load for a given deflection is greater t�
for a round wire of the diameter d, in the ratio of 281 to I 96, 0
of 1 ·43 to 1, or of 10 to 7, nearly.
The values of the co-efficient, C, of transverse elasticity of 8t,eel
1l
and charcoal iron wire, in lbs. on the square inch, range bet":e
10,500,000 and 12,000,000; and in kilogrammes on the squ
millimetre, from, 7,400 to 8,400, nearly.
By the greatest safe stress is to be understood the greatest stres5
which is certain not to impair the elasticity of the spring by �
quent repetition; say 30,000 lbs. on the square inch.
.
W
The value of the ratio - borne by the load to the extensi·0n
'V
ought to be ascertained by direct experiment for every spring tbat
is used in dynamometers or indicators.
ted
346. 8team Enpne Iadicator.-This instrument was inve�_,
1
by Watt, and has been improved by other inventors, especl�Ya
M'Naught and Richards. Its object is to record, by means of
diagi-am, the intensity of the pressure exerted by steam against ono
of the faces of a piston at each point of the piston's motion, and �
to afford the means of computing, according to the principles �
n
Articles 302 and 307, first, the energy exerted by the stealll �1'
driving ·the piston during the forward stroke ; secondly, the .-�r
lost by the piston in expelling the steam from the cylinder d�1:11g
the return stroke ; · and thirdly, the difference of those quantitl�
which is the available or e.ffective energy exerted by the stealll es
the piston, and which, being multiplied by the number of strOJD
per minute and divided by 33,000 foot-pounds, gives the JNDICA'l'

:

BOBSE-POWER.

.AB
The indicator in a common form is represented by fig. 252. . t
is a cylindrical case. Its lower end, A, contains a small cylin!:J
fitted with a piston, which cylinder, by means of the SCfE: . n
nozzle at its lower end, can be fixed in any convenient �itl;et
on a tube communicating with that end of the engine-cylin

INDICATOR.
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where the work of the steam is determined. The communication
between the engine-cylinder and the indicator-cylinder can be
opened and shut at will by means of the cock K.
When it is open, the intensity of the pressure of .»
the steam on the engine-piston and on the indiea.tor-piston is the same, or nearly the same.
The upper end, B, of the cylindrical case con
tains a spiral spring, one end of which is at
Jl
tached to the piston, or to its rod, and the other
to the top of the casing. The indicator-piston :r:��::i:e:=:,:>j
.
is pressed from below by the steam, and from
above by the atmosphere. When the pressure mo:-f-�;==�
r:a
of the steam is equal to that of the atmosphere,
the spring retains its unstrained length, and the
piston its original position. When the pressure A
of the steam exceeds that of the atmosphere, �=?
JC
the piston is driven outwards, and the spring
compressed; when the pressure of the steam is
less than that of the atmosphere, the piston is
Fig. 252.
driven inwards, and the spring ex.tended. The
compression or extension of the spring indicates
the difference, upward or downward, between the pressure of the
. steam and that of the atmosphere.
.
A short arm, C, projecting from the indicator piston-rod carries at
one side a pointer, D, which shows the pressure on a scale whooe
�ro denotes the pressure of the atmosphere, and which is graduated
into pounds on the square inch both upwards and downwards
from that zero. At the other side the short arm bas a longer arm
jointed to it, carrying a pencil, E.
F is a brass drum, which rotates backward•and forward about a
vertical axis, and which, ·when about to be used, is covered withta
.
piece of paper called a "card." It is alternately pulled round in
one direction by the cord H, which wraps on the p,�Iley G� a�d
pulled back to its original position by a spring contained w1thm
itself. The cord H is to be connected with the mechanism of the ·
steam engine in any convenient manner which shall ensure that
the velocity of rotation of the dn1m shall at every instant bear a
constant ratio to that of the steam ehgine piston : the back and
forward motion of the surface of the drum representing that of the
steam engine piston on a reduced scale. This having bee� done,
and before opening the cock K, the pencil is to be placed 1n con
tact with the drum during a few strokes, when it will mark on the
card a line which, when the card is afterwards spread out fiat,
becomes a straight line. This line, whose position indicates the
pressure of the atmosphere, is called the atnwspheric line. In fig.
253 it is represented by A A.
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Then the cock K is opened, and the pencil, moving up and do:
with the variations of the press :rd
c ...---n � .,
of the steam, traces on the
ubole
K
during each complete or doca
stroke, a curve such as B C D E ]3.
The ordinates drawn to that cn�e
from any point in the atmosphe�c
E
· d1·
line, such as H K and H G, 1n
B
cat.e the differences between th;
0 1-----..1....
· _____i_
L -v pressure of the steam and the a
n1o�pheric pressure at the co�
Fig. 253.
sponding point of the 1notion of the
piston. The ordinate� of the part B C D E represent the _p�·
sures of the steam du1ing the forward stroke, when it is dr1Vl�g
the pist-0n; those of the part E B represent the pressn1·es of t e
steam when the piston is expelling it from the cylinder.
To found exact investigations on the indicator-diagrams of ste&�
engines, the atmospheric pressure at the time of the experimen,.
ought to be ascertained by means of a barometer; but this is gt:n
erally omitted ; in which case the atmospheric pressure may be
assumed at it.CJ mean value, being 14·7 lbs. on the square inch, or
2116 ·3 lbs. on the square foot, at and near the level of the sea.
Let A O = H F be ordinates representing the pressure of the
atmosphere. Then O F V parallel to A A is the absolute or t�
zero line of the diagram, corresponding to no pressu,re; and ordi
nates drawn to the curve from that line represent the absolu�,.
intensities of the pressure of the steam. Let O B and L E be ordi
nates touching the ends of the diagram; then
0 L represents the volume traversed by the piston at each single
stroke ( = s A, where s is the length of the stroke and A the are&
of the piston) ;
The area O B C D E L O represents the energy exerted by the
steam on the piston during the forward stroke;
The area O B E L O represents the work lost in expelling the
steam during the return stroke;
The area B C D E B, being the difference of the ahove area-'J,
represents the effective work of the steam on the piston, during the
complete stroke.
Those areas can be found by the Rules of Article 289, �
331 ; and the common trapezoidal rule, D, page 333, is in gen d
sufficiently accurate. The number of intervals is usually ten, an
of ordinates eleven.
The meanforward pressure, the mean back pressure, and the rn,etJ,fJ
e.ffective pressure, are found by dividing those three areas respectively by the volume a A, which is represented by O L.
ii!'I')-�

1.

•
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'Pli'[:-0� mean pressures, however, can be found by a direct process,

Ordi ou 1irst measuring the areas, viz. :-having multiplied each
a , or breadth, of the area under consideration by the proper
lllul: �er,
divide the sum of the products by the sum of the
llllllt�P
!
1 1 rs,
llsed P�k which process, when the common trapezoidal rule is
es t_he following formh: add together the halves of the
end�
ost
divide ordinates, and the whole of the other ordinates, and
the 1a �y th e number of intervals. That is, let b0 be the first, b,.
the n. s , and b1, b2, &c., the intermediate breadths; then let n be
Uinber of intervals, and b the mean breadth ; then
m
bm

= � (�o

t

b
" + b1 + b2 + &c.) ; ...

... . . . . .. (1.)

and th'18
or Ille represents the mean forward pressure, mean back pressure,
Irlea;n an e�ective pressure, as the case may be. Let Pe be the
e1fect1,�e pres ure; then the effective energy exerted by the
s
steatn on. the
piston during each double stroke is the product of
the e
an effective pressure, the area of the piston, and the length
of sttn
roke, or

;:!

Pe A s ; ...... . . . . . . . ........ . . . . . . . . . (2.)

i f be the
�
number of double strokes in a minute, the indicated
er infoot-pounds per minute, in a single-acting engine, is
ptJ A N s; . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. ... (3.)

fro Which the
indicated horse-power is found by dividing by 33,000.
�
side a douhle-acting engine the steam acts alternately on either
f the piston; aud to mea ure the power accurately, two indi
s
cato� houl
d be used at the same time, communicating respectively
"'ith h
. e two ends of the cylinder. Thus a pair of diagrams will
be obtat i�ed
, one representing the action of the steam on each face
of th8
for pist?n· The mean effective pressure is to be found as above
ch
of :, p_diagram separately, and then, if the areas of the two faces
are sensibly equal, the mean oj' tliose tuJo results is to
be niston
as the general mean effe_ctive pressure; which being �ulti
Plied b
the area of the piston, the le?gth ?f stro�e, and t�ce the
lllllllberY of
double stro}tes or revolutions 1n a minute, gives the
ind·cated pow
er per minute; that is to say, if p" denotes the gen�
Inean effective pressure, the indicated power per minute is

tak

p" A · 2 N a; ...... . ..... . . ..... . . . . . . . . (4.)

1
(as f the two faces of the piston a.re sensibly of unequal areas
6epan � tt>Unk engines "), the indicated power is to be computed
ra ly for
each face, and the results added together.
lfh ere
llldica:d are two or more cylinders, the quantities of power
by their respective diagrams are to be added together.
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The re-actions of the moving parts of the indicator, combined
the elasticity of the spring, cause oscillations of its piston. t
order that the errors thus produced in the indicated p1·essu�1��
particular instants may be as small as possible, and may neut�
each other's effects on the whole indicated power, the m0
masses ought to be as small as practicable, and the spring &S lJ1
as is consistent with showing the pressures on a visible scale.
Richards's indicator this is effected by the help of a train of "e�
0
light linkwork, which causes the pencil to show the movements
anitied scale.
the spring on a m�
0
The friction of the moving parts of the indicator tends 0
the whole to make the indicated power and indicated roeaJl
effective pressure less than the truth, but to what extent is 1111•
certain.
f ·ts
Every indicator should have the accuracy of the graduation °�
scale of pressures frequently tested by comparison with a sta.n
pressure gauge.
�
The indicator may obviously be used for measuring the e!1e,t,.,,.
exerted by any fluid, whether liquid or gaseous, in drivlD� "
piston; or the work performed by a. pump, in lifting, propelllflo'
or compressing any fluid.
.
r_,.-- · 347. Integratins DJ'llamometen record simply the wor� pet
formed in dragging a vehicle o:r driving a machine, witb0�
i·ecording separately the force and the motion. In that of ){ort:
this is effected by means of a combination which l1as already bej
described in Ai:t,icle 270, page 311, and illustrated in fig. 2.21. ;
that figure (which see) A represents a plane circular disc, made b6
rotate with an angular velocity proportional to the speed of t
motion of the vehicle or n1achine, and B a small wheel driven be)
the friction of the disc against its edge, and having its axis pa� h
to a radius of the disc. The wheel B, and some n1ecbanis01 -wbiC
r
it drives, are carried by a frame which is carried by a dynamoIIletet
h
spring, and so adjusted that the distance of the edge of B froJll t e
centre of A is equal to the deflection of the spring, and proPor
tional to the effort.
The velocity of the edge of B at any instant being the producii
of its distance from the centre of A into the. angular velocity of A.,
is proportional to the product of the effort into the velocity_ oft��
_
vehicle or machine�that is, to the rate � which work i.� per/��
therefore the motion of the wheel B, 1n any interval of tune,
o
proportional to the work performed in that time; and that work �
be recorded by means of dial-plates, with indexes moved by a train
of wheel work driven by the wheel B.
In Moison's integrating dynamometer a ratchet-wheel is driV:
by the strokes of a click. (See Articles 194 to 196, pages 2?6pa1
211.) The number of these strokes in a given time is proPorti0

:J
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to the speed of the
machine whose work is to be measured ; and by
nieans
. of � dynamometer•spring the length of each stroke of the
click adJu
sted so as to be proportional to the effort exerted at
the ·
e. T�e result is that the total extent of motion of the
l'atche� w eel
lt is b � in a given time is proportional to the work performed.
appa;t VI ous �hat the frictional catch might be applied to this
3 us (Article 19 7, page 21 1).
48
te�
1'teasarement of Friction.-Under the head of Dynamo
tne
be classed apparatus for the experimental measurement
of frict·Inay
ion .
1 ym
e�ns of any kind 0£ dynamometer whose use does not
in"!l;
of a t�.the i nterruption of the performance of the ordinary work
n mechanism, we measure the power transmitted at two
Parts 0; thf
. at train, the difference will be the power expended in
O?erco ing
the friction of the intermediate parts. Hirn's Pan
dYllatntn
ometer (Article 344, page 387) seems well adapted for ex
�tinients ?f this
class. The power of a steam engine, as exerted
in th
the � cyhnder, may be measured by means of the indicator, and
a
transmitted to machinery which that engine drives, by
e. dynamometer; and the difference will be power ex
J>ended . chiefly
lne
in overcoming the friction of the inte:tmediate
cbanism.
8 cial app
aratus for measuring the friction of axles is used, not
on1;110
of fri t1: purposes of scientific investigation as to the co-efficients
J>ractfeailln of different pairs of surfaces in different states, but for
l'\Vo t Y testing the lubricating properties of oil and grease.
l. rrn.s of apparatus may be described.
dia:rne�tcal Apparatus. -A short cylindrical axle, of a convenient
(say 2, 3, or 4 inches), is supported at its ends by bearings
011 the �
ai}e ov-e . P of a })air of strong fixed standards. The ends of the
PUlleys ihang their bearings, and carry a pair of equal and similar
Dleans of which it is driven at a speed equal, or nearly
�<\Ual i Ythe
'Rhich the �n greatest intended working speed of the axles with
�ents to be tested are to be used in practice. . The
obj ect
of In tO· f dnvmg the axle at both ends is to ensure great steadiness
ion. The driving-gear ouaht to be capable of reversing the
direc�·on of
rotation. At the �iddle of its length the axle is
turned
length 80 as to form a very accurate and smooth journal, of a
jollrnal equal to from I½ to 2½ times its diameter. Upon . that
there hangs a plumber-block or axle-box, fitted with a
it
8lt abl bush or
bearing. That plumber-block is rigidly connected
"ith a\
e
�vy mass of suitable material, such as cast iron, so as to
fo11n
tniddl:,8 it were a pendulum hanging from the journal in the
on the .of the axle, and of a weight suited to produce a pressure
ia to -�urn al equal to the greatest pressure to which the unguent
exposed in practice (see Article 310, page 353). The

tts
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pendulum is fnrnished with an index and graduated arc, to sbo1'
its deviation from a vertical position.
. tbe
th t •n
wi
The hanging plumber-block having been supplied
unguent to be tested, the axle is to be driven at full speed, first;O
one direction, and then in the contrary direction, and the tbe
contrary deviations of the pendulum observed. Let 8 denote t.o
half-sum of those deviations, expressed in circular measure t
re
radius unity ; c, the distance from the axis of rotation to the CW b6
of
of gravity of the pendulum ; r, the radius of the journal ; let
t
n
the weight of the pendulum; then the mean statical moIIle
the pendulum is
W c sin 8 = W c 8 nearly;
and that moment balances the moment of friction (Article ,
page 35�, whose value is f W r nearly, and will be afterW
hown to be exactly
W r sin <P,
u�
(l) being the angle of repose.
Equating, therefore, those two eq
moments, we find
,,. sin q> � c sin 8; and
sin f

= fnearly = r� sin A = �
nearly. . . . . . . . . . . . , {1,)
r

tt:

The distance, c, of the centre of gravity of the pendulum froDl .
axis may be found experimentally, by applying a known we1tbe
at a known horizontal distance from the axis, so as to make the
pendulum deviate, and observing the deviation. Let P be ,
weight so applied, x its leverage, 0 the deviation which it produces
then, if there were no friction, we should have
C

=

Px
.

W Sill 0

•

In order to eliminate the effects of friction from the determinatio;
of c, the load P with the leverage x should be applied at c0!1�,e
e

sides, so as to increase the deviation of the pendulum, whil
axle is rotating in the two contrary directions.
Let sin o be the mean of the sines of the deviations produce� b�
friction alone, and sin 0 the mean of the sines of the devia:�l
produced by the friction and the load P together; then we
have
pX
• • • (2.)
C _
- W (sin 0 - sin

,r ................ .

II. Dynamic or �inetic ApParatus.-To measu� the frictio:J!
an axle by means of its retardmg effect upon a rotating mass, the
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pp
lpBll or te� on suitable bearings at its ends, as in the Statical
fit:ratus_ J ust described; and at the middle of its length it has
"heel on it, _and accurately balanced, a round disc acting as a fly
bean ' of weight sufficient to produce the required pressure on the
(See Article 3 10, page 3 53 .) The numbers of turns
tnade
8:iail , y_the axle are counted and indicated . by means of a light and
driveno_tr in of small wheels, with dial-plates and indexes.
{
a
T
a
hista: x.I� is provided with driving-gear of a kind which can be
tl
one O Y dise!lgaged when required; for example, a fast pulley on
l>lllle;r�ang1ng end, with a loose pulley alongside of it, the loose
ng carried, not by the fly-axle itself, but by a separate
a.t.}e •
t e same straight line with the fly-axle.
�
.A.
g'rea ,e r the axle with its fly-disc has been set in motion at a speed
t � thanothe working speed of the axles to which the unguent
to be
ste d .1s to be applied in practice, the driving-gear is to be
disen e
retar8a� d; when the speed of rotation will undergo a gradual
tul'll ation t�rough the friction of the journals. The numbers of
inter� fade m. a series of equal intervals of time (for example,
a 8 of thirty seconds, or of sixty seconds, or of a hundred
8eco d
L� s{vre to be observed on the couutin g dials, and noted down.
denote the weight of the whole rotating mass, con
Blsti!g of the
axle with its fly-disc; e, the radius of gyration
of th t
fol'tn al mass. (See Article 3 13 , page 3 57). Let t be the uni
the ueng th in seconds of the intervals of time during which
i:nte� f1bers of revolutions are recorded; and in one of those
inter a s let the disc make n revolutions, and in the next
val n' revolutions. Then the mean angular velocity is,
d\lting
the first interval, 2 '1l' no
, and during the second interval,
t
2 .. rt'
-----:.:. . an
t ' d treating the rate of retardation as sensibly uniform, the
retardat ·
frotn. ion �hich takes place during the t seconds which elapse
the middle of the first interval to the middle of the second
.
hlter\ta1 lS
2 "" (n - n')o.
,
t
�� to produce that retardation in t:he course of t seconds in a body
Inornent
a retarding , ' • - ,"'
tn.olll�nt of the of i�ertia is We2, there is required
followmg value :(.1
-.......)
2 1r (n - . n') W,/2
M=
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • (1.)
2
gt
.
of
retarding moment is due to the resistance of the air;
ll thethe
fly is a. smooth round disc without arms, this may be

nfs.
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neglected for the purpose of the experiments, and the whole moment
treated as due to axle-friction. Let r be the radius of the journals,
and f the co-efficient of friction : then, as before, the moment of
friction is very nearlyf W r; and by equating this to the retard·
ing moment, and dividing both sides of the equation by W ,., 'fie
obtain the following formula for the co-efficient of friction :2 ...- (n -; n') e2• • ••••••••• •••••••••••• (2.)
=
/
gt r

When the numbers of revolutions have been observed during•
series of more than two equal intervals of time, the formula 2 f�r
the co-efficient of friction is to be applied to each consecutive pall'
of intervals, and a mean of the results taken.
The radius of gyration e and the radfus of the journals r sh?�Jd
of course be expresred in the same units of measure. In Bntish
rr1easures, feet are the most convenient for the present purpose.
The constant factor has the following values :_
1
1
2 -:- _
...
· . . . . .. (3)
·
·
·
·
·
·
··
·
6
e
·5
l
e
tr
5
m
-·g - - 5·12 feet
Similar experiments may be made with a disc rotating about a
vertical axis, and supported by a pivot; regard being had to the
value of the moment of friction of a pivot, as stated in Article 311,
page 356.
'fo find the square e'l. of the radius of gyration by experiment,
fix a pair of slender pins in the two faces of the disc at two points
opposite each other, and near its circumference; hang up the dise
with its axle by these pins, and make it swing like a pendulum io
a plane perpendicular to its axis; count the number of single
swings in some convenient interval of time; calculate their number
per second, and let N denote that number. Then calculate the
length L of the equivalent simple pendulum, by the following
formulao:-

L = wt�2· ........ . . . . .. . . .. . . . . . . . • . . (4.)

The constant facoor of this expression, being the length of the
seconds pendulum, has approximately the following values:•

; = 3 ·26 feet = 0·992 metre.o.........o...... (5.)

Let C be the distance from the point of suspension to t�e axis
or figure of the disc and axle; then the square of the radius of
gyration is calculated as follows :t2 = C (L - C} ......•.•o.•.••••••••..•.(6.)

· MEASUREMENT OF FRICTION.

3!)!)

When the object of the experiments is not to obtain absolute
lalues of the co-efficient of friction, but merely to compare one
specimen of unguent with a119ther, it is sufficient to compare
· together the rates of retardation with the two unguents in equal
intervals of time.
IIL Comparison of Heating Ejfects.-For the same purpose of
comparing unguents with each other, without measuring the friction
absolutely, the heating effects of the friction with different 11nguents
are sometimes compared together. The apparatus used is similar
t.o that described ttnder the head of (I.) Static Apparatus ; except that
Uiere is no reversing-gear,and that the pendulum,or loaded plumber
block, has no index nor graduated arc, and is provided with a ther
mometer, having its bulb immersed in tl1e passage through which
the unguent flows from the grease-box to the journal. Another
thermometer, hung on the wall of the room, shows the temperature
of the air. The axle is driven at its proper speed, until the
t-emperature shown by the first-mentioned thermometer cP.,ases to
rise; and then the elevation of that temperature above the
temperature of the air is noted. ( See Article 310, page 353.) l
In all experiments for the purpose of comparing unguents witl1
e.ach other, care should be ta.ken to remove one sort of unguent
completely. from the rubbing surfaces, grease-box, and passages,
before beginning to test the effect of another sort, lest the mixture
of different sorts of unguents should make the experiments inconclt18i.ve.
.ADDENDUM TO ARTICLE 309, PAGE 348.

Prieden or Pl••••• ••• Plaaaen.-From experiments made by
Mr. William More and others, it appears that the friction of
ordinary pistons and plt1ngers may be estimated at about one
tenth of the amount of the effective pressure exerted by the fluid
on the piston. 1.
The friction of a, plunger working through a cupped leather
collar is equal to the pressure of the fl.uid upon a ring equal in
circumference to the collar, and of a breadth which, according to
Kr. More's experiments, is about 0 ·4 of the depth of bearing-sur
face of the collar; and according to the experiments of Messrs.
Bick and Luthy, from -01 to ·015 inch (= from ·25 to ·375
miJJiroetres), according to the state of lubrication of the collar.

